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Act acquiring water for the purpose of
such railways. Railways required a cer-
tain supply, and there were certain rights
existing to-day, and to interfere with those
rights would be an absolute injustice. He
referfed chiefly to the Midland Railway
Company whose representative claimed
that the clause did not protect them to
the extent they should be protected. 'The
matter had been inquired into closely by
the representative of the company, the
Parliamentary draftsman and himself, and
a compromise bad been arrived at in the
form of the amendment.

Amendment put and passed; the clause
as amended agreed to.

Clauses 63 to 76--agreed to.
Clause 77-Proof of ownership or oc-

cupany:
Mr. GEORGE: In the Bill submitted to

the conference last year there was a sched-
ule, but as it did not appear in this Bill
he presumed it had been abandoned.

The Alinister for Works: Yes.
Clause put and passed.
New clause-Exceptions:
Ron. J. 'MITCHELL moved -

That the following be added to stand
as Clause 26 :-"Nowithstandinig any-
thing in this part of this Act contained
to the contrdry :-(a.) The bed of any
take, lagoon, swamp, or marsh situated
on land heretofore or hereafter alien-
ated by the Crown, and declared by this
Act to be deemed to havje remained or
to remain the property of the Crown,
shall not exceed in width the width of
the watercourse at its inlet to or outlet
from such lake, lagoon, swamp, or
marsh; and (b.) This part of this Act
shall not apply to the bed of any lake,
lagoon, swamp, or marsh situated on
land heretofore or hereafter alienated
by the Crown, and cultivated either
wholly or in part at any time during the
year, or capable of being drained and
cultivated."

The Minister, he understood, had an ex-
planation to make in regard to it.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: No
objection would be offered to the proposed
new clause, although he contended that
provision was already made to prevent the
Government or the Minister from taking

[28]

anything except the channel. He did not
want any misconception, and while the
Parliamentary draftsman considered that
the amendment was not altogether neces-
sary, it made the clause clearer. How-
ever, he moved an amendment to the pro-
posed new clause-

That at the beginning of paragraph
(b) the words, "Except to such extent"
be inserted.
Amendment passed; the new clause as

amended agreed to.
Title-agreed to.

Bill reported with amendments.

House adjourned at 10.41 p.m.
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTION - MARGARET RIVER-
FLINDERS BAY RAILWAY, PRICE.

Hon. J. MITCHELL asked the Pre-
mier: 1, What price is to be paid for the
Margaret River-Flinders Bay Railway
purchased from Millars' Timber and
Trading Co.? 2., Have the company's
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freehold properties in the locality also
been purchased by the Government, and
at what price? 13, Is payment to be made
in cash 9

The PREMIER replied: The agree-
ment has not yet been finally signed
owing to the fact that a survey has to be
mnade. When the agreement is signed it
will be immediately placed upon the
Table of the House.

BILL - FREMANTLE HARBOUR
TRUST ACT AMENMENT.

Introducied by Hon. W. C. Angwin
(Honorary Minister) aind read a first
time.

MOTIONS, POSTPONEMENT.
Hon. J. MITCHELL: There are three

motions on the Notice Paper standing in
the name of the Hon. Frank Wilson, and
I would like to explain that the hon.
-member is not well enough to be present
at the House to-day. The motions
might, therefore, be permitted' to stand
over until another day.

Mr. SPEAKER: In connection with
motions of this character, the usual prac-
tice is that if a motion is not moved by
an hon. member in person it lapses.
Still, there is a provision that a motion
may be moved by another hon. member
in the absence of the hon. member who
gave notice of the motion, provided that
the hon. member has permission of the
mover, and that the House agrees to
that course.

llon. 3. MITCHELL: I have not the
permission of the leader of the Opposi-
tion, neither am I ready to go on with
the motions.

Mr. SPEAKER: I only make these
remarks as a sug-gestion that in the
future, if an hon. member has secured
permission to move the adjournment of
the consideration of a motion, standing
mn the name of another bon. member,
that course may be followed.

Ron. J. Mitchell: May I move in that
direction?7

Mr. SPEAKER: The hon. member
says that he has not the permission of

the leader of the Opposition, but I am
throwing out a hint which may be ac-
cepted by ben. members in the futuxre.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: The leader of
the Opposition asked me to explain to
the House that bie was not well enough
to attend this afternoon, and I take it
thiat that would give me permission to
move the postponement of the considera-
tion of the motion. It was never under-
stood that another member would not
be permitted to follow that course.

Mr. SPEAKER: In the absence of the
bon. member who has given notice of
a motion, another hon. member may
move the motion, provided he has the
permission of the hon. member who gave
notice. This, however, does not apply
to subjects of a controversial character,
except for the purpose of the postpone-
ment of the motion.

Hon. J1. Mitchell: May I move the
postponement of the motion?

Mr. SPEAKER: Yes, if the House is
agreeable to that course.

On motion by Hon. J. Mitchell the
consideration of motions 2, 3, and 4,
standing in the name of the Hon. Frank
Wilson, was postponed.

PAPERS-LAND TRANSFERS RE-
GISTRATION, CONDITIONAL
PURCHASE.

Hon. J. MITCHELL (Northam)
moved-

That the file c-ontaining the instruc-
tions issued by the Minmister for Lands
forbidding the registration of transfers
of conditional purchase land except
uinder certain ronditions he laid upon
the tnble of the House.

He said: This is a matter which is well
worthy of the serious attention of bon.
members. I do not believe that the
Minister for Lands had any intention of
doing anyone any harm when he issued
these instructions. It was said before
the last general elections, and I daresay,
it was believed also, that speculation
was rife in connection with land settle-
ment, and that I had encouraged the
speculator. After getting into office the
Minister had the opportunity to inquire
and ascertain what had happened, and
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having done that he issued certain instruc-
tions which could only be justified if
the country had suffered by reason of
these transfers arising ,out of the sale and
purchase of ' land. Unfortunately, the
Minister for L.ands is not here to-day,
but as he is usually represented by the
Honorary Minister, I desire to ask him,
through that hon. gentleman, whether he
now considers that the, instructions were
necessary, and whether he has found any
specuLatbrs, and if so, who they are. The
Premier made speeches which distinctly
set out that speculation in land settle-
ment was rife. There may have been
some, but I still declare that I did not
have any knowledge of it, nor of the exist.
ence of speculators, men who merely took.-
up land with the object of selling it at
an increased price. Of course, there were
selers and buyers of land, and there
were applicants for land. No one can say
that he at some time or another did not
wish to secure a block of land for some
friend of his, who probably would have
been a good settler. If it, is contended
that buyers and sellers are speculators, I
venture to say that all our settlers are
speculators. Often a sale is rendered ne-
cessary by reason of the position in which
the man who has applied for the land
finds himself. Our selectors during re-
cent years have responded magnificently
to their responsibilities. That is shown
by the fact that land has been improved
at a greater rate than before. It will be
remembered that a few years ago a little
over 300,000 acres were under crop, and
that over a million acres were improved.
Now we have over a millon acres under
crop, and over five million acres improved.
It will thus be realised that the people who
have taken up land have done their best
to. improve it. There can be no doubt
about that. If, because of the transfer
of the land less money would be paid to
the State by the person who had selected
the land, if the State suffered by reason of
the improvements to he done, if the im-
provement conditions had not th be passed
on, then harm might be done. Harm might
be done if the buyer exhausted all his
resources in* paying the seller and so had
no means of carrying out the necessary
improvements. Still; the Minister was

not justified in -making regulations
against transfers merely on -the strength
of hearsay, or indeed on the strength of*
a few cases of sale and purchase. I would
like to'know if the Minister can state a
single instance in which the buyer ex-
hausted himself financially by his pur-
chase-of course the seller is left to take
care of himself-in which the buyer of
a block of land gave all he possessed for
it and so found himself left on the land
without any resources. I do not know of
a case of land being bought to the injury
of thb buyer. Whether it be land recently'
taken up and improved; or land which
has become freehold, the very fact of the
land being sold provides opportunities
for a greater number to acquire land than
would b6 the case if there was absolutely
no buying and selling of laud except
through the department. In considering
this question we want to know, first, lies
any injury been done to the State and,
secondly, has any injury been suffered
by the buyer. Can it be contended by the
Minister that under the system of survey
before sale and allotment of blocks by
the land board the speculator has been
helpedI Is it not a fact that under free
selection the whole country was open to
those who wished to select? Is it not a
fact that under the old system the man
who could afford to spend most in making
a search was the man who secured the
best block? Our policy was to set up a
close classification of the land by our
surveyors. Having acquired informa-
tion through the surveyors, we had
maps struck off which were exposed
to all who desired to acquire land.
No one had any advantage under
the systemt of survey before selec-
tion, because all knew the quality and the
positionl of-the lknd; knew what the sur-
veyor thdught of it, what wed the price to
be paid And what amount the Agricul-
tural *Bank was prepared to advance.
Having supplied this information, and
notified the public that on a fixed date-
generally a few'weeks after the issue of
these plans--the blocks would be Allotted,
we would receive -applications for those
blocks. We all know what happened.
There was a tremendous rush for land. In
this* Chamber members complained that
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people were unable to get land quickly
enough under that system, and demanded
that I should survey more land than my
staff of surveyors were capable of deal-
ing with. A debate took place in the
House in which I was accused of failing
in my duty because I had not enough land
ready to satisfy everyone. Is it likely that
before a land board of responsible officers,
speculators would be encouragedV It
was a thousand times more likely to hap-
pen under the system of free selection,
which enabled one to go to the richest
bit of swamp land or wheat land in a
district, make his selection and get the
price fixed at 10s. an acre. That was
the system I found in operation when I
went to the Lands Department, and to
some extent it is the system to-day, be-
cause we never altogether set aside the
system of free selection. The country, to a
certain extent, lends itself to free selec-
tion. But wherever wve contemplated
building a railway we set aside the land
in order that it might be subdivided. Sub-
division is going on to-day the same as
in those days. Many members say that
too mutch was charged for land in my time,
for land which was surveyed before selec-
tion. Before my time a similar system
existed, and since my time the system
which was adopted by me is being fol-
lowed by the present Minister. The peso-
ple who said I charged too much for the
land said also that I was encouraging the
speculator. Is it possible that I could
have done both these things, that the man
who wished to speculate would pay more
than the land was worthI Of course the
contention is ridiculous. Land to-day Is.
worth very much less than it was two
years ago, because the country is less
prosperous and, owing to these regula-
tions, farming pursuits have received a
check. The effect of these regulations was
to reduce the value of land, and so there
is an outcry made by some bon. members,
and by the people more directly con-
cerned, that too much was paid for the
land under the system of survey before
selection. Yet it is a fact that the sys-
tem is in operation to-day, notwithstanid-
ig the attacks made upon it. I say un-

hesitatingly that we charged a fair price
for the land, and that under my regime

speculation was checked to an extent never
previously attained. It is strange that the
very highest-priced blocks of land are
those most eagerly sought. I have a
vivid recollection of the troubles of the
land board. Sometimes they had as many
as forty applications for one block, and
it was always the highest-priced block
within the area. Men came before the
land board full of excitement and eager
to get the particular blocks they were
after. A good many were disappointed,
sad no doubt some of these circulated
the idea that the man who was fortunate
enough to secure a good block immediately
became a speculator. I do not contend
that the average man will not sell anything
he purchases so long as he can make a pro-
fit on it. I do not know an:: member in
the House wvho would hiesitt tosl

anyhin he bgt if he cr~uld make a
profit on the bargain: and I believe that
uinder Section .56 of the Act, the sale of
a block of land in the circnmtstances
would be perfectly legitimate. I agree
with the Minister that speculators who
prey upon the generous selector should
he stopped. However, I entirely disagree
with the methods adopted by the Minister
in his endeavour to stop those specula-
tors. It is because I do differ in this res-
pect that I am moving for these papers,
in order that when we get them we may
Tahle a further motion in connection
with the matter. There is a more serious
aspect of the case than I have mentioned
thus far. The Minister knows that his
instructions reduced the value of con-
ditional purchase security. As soon as
-these instructions were issued it became
evident to financial institutions, banks
and merchants that they' could no longer
advance in safety, because there was no
certainty that they would realise their
security if the customer failed. Bein~g
by no means new to politics, the Minister
must have known that this would hap-
pen. when he issued his instructions.
By way of excuse, it is urged that ho
thought the Agricultural Bank would bep
able to do all the work the other banks
bad been doing. But he should haVe
inquired carefully before determining
that no land should be sold except nder
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certain conditions of improvement; con-
ditions which were almost impossible for
the poor man to carry out. Of course
the man who has money can effect his
improvements, but to the man of limited
means these improvements were almost
impossible, and it is the man of limited
means who has been most seriously in-
jured as the result of the Minister's in-
structions. The banks have refused to
help, and many men have bad to leave
their holdings because they could not
get the assistance which they piobably
would have got if the Minister's instruc-
tions had not been issued. The Minister's
idea that the Agricultural Bank could do
the work has apparently been exploded,
because the Minister himself recently ad-
mitted that the money advanced by
the Agricultural Bank should be used
more or less for the purpose of effectin~g
improvements, and not to assist the set-
tler beyond the stage to which he had
been carried by previous advances mnade
exclusively for the purpose of improve-
ments.

Mr. Munsie: The money advanced
should be used for improvements and
not for the purpose of helping a man to
repay what he has borrowed from an-
other bank.

Hlon. J. MITCHELL: I am thankful
for the interjection. Under the code of
the hon. member it would seem that the
man who went to the associated banks
with a view to paying off his obligations
to the Agricultural Bank, and so reliev-
ing that bank is now to be penalised.
There is to be a discrimination. I say
there should be no discrimination. If the
law of the land is of advantage to the
community, let it be of advantage to every
man in the community. What does it mnat-
ter whether the settler owes money to the
associated banks or to a merchant!I He
should hare equal treatment with others,
wherever he may be. It entirely disproves
the contention of the Minister. That there
should he discrimination, if a man has
gone to one of the associated banks-- I
say it is entirely wrong that when he
comes back to the Agricultural Bank, that
bank should say, "You have gone some-
where else, remain where you have gone,

notwithstanding that they are pressing you
or charging you a higher interest. You
have gone from the Agricultural Bank to
an ordinary bank, and so we penalise you
now." Is that the idea with which we
passed the legislation liberalising the Agri-
cultural Bank 9 Is there a man in the
House who will say that there should be
discrimination i If there is, he is not (it
to occupy a seat here. Let these people
he assisted. The regulation forbidding
transfers has made it impossible for these
people to borrow from the ordinary banks
or to get the accommodation they once re-
ceived from merchants or storekeepers.
I am sure the Minister had it in maind
that he would help them through the Agri-
cultural Bank. Let him remember this,
and let there be no discrimination. There.-
are many men compelled by force of cir-
cumstances to sell. I have said time and
again to the people of this country, "We
have waited long enough for the rich man;
let uis see what the man without capital
can do." Hundreds of men with strictly
limited capital were helped by the Agri-
cultural Bank, by a sympathetic Admin-
istration. They took the chance, and the
great bulk of them have succeeded. If
only 40 per cent. of these people who,
went on the land with limited means, hav-
ing just enough to get them there--if only
40 per cent. of them succeeded, 40 per
cent, that we got out of the rut and took
off the labour market, then we did a mag-
nificent work. I believe SO per cent of
these people will succeed. Certainly they
will be helped towards success if the Ad-
ministration be sympathetic, if the Gov-
ernment WiUl see that they do not do fool-
ish things, such as issuing instructions
which immediately decrease values and
which make it impossible for a man to
render that assistance to the struggling
selector which he would Like to give himt.
If the 'Minister can show that these in-
structions were necessary, if he can show
that they were in the best interests of the
country, or of the man on the land, I shall
be content, but I know he cannot show
anything of the sort. Many men have
given up their holdings because they real-
ise that if they went on and spent money
in improvements, and then failed to bor-
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row money with which to complete the
improvements required in five years in the
case of non-residence, or 10 years in the
case of residence, they would be unable
to sell and they would lose their all.

Mr. Munsie: Give us an instance.
Hon. J. MITCHELL: Is it right that

instructions should be issued which make
f6or this result'! Is it right that men who
take up land should have the conditions
under which they think they hold the land
changed by a scratch of the pen?! Was
it wise to do this'? I am anxious to dis-
cuss this matter without any party bitter-
ness; I want to be absolutely fair, and I
want the House to assist me to have the
regulations cancelled. There is no feel-
ing of ill-will on my part, and I hope
.there is none on the part of the Premier,
because this is too serious a matter for
anything of that kind. Let us do what
is right, and let us express what we be-
lieve to be best in regard to this matter.
I repqat that men gave up their holdings
rather than take the risk to which they
were subjected under these regulations.
Many men on the land to-day are in trou-
tie because of the Minister's instructions.
Securities are not as valuable as they were,
and naturally the banks have taken
special Precautions. I daresay members
on the Government side, who represent
agricultural districts, particularly the
member for Albany and the member for
Williams-Narrogin, will tell the House
that it is not as easy a matter to get a
loan against conditional purchase land as
it was previous to these instructions being
issued.

Mr. E. B. Johnston: But we will tell
you it is because of the bad season at the
end of 1911 and because of the tightness
of money.

Hon. J. 'MITCHELL: The general
managers of the banks demand that there
shall be special care on the part of their
branch managers in connection with these
advances.

The Premier: Do you assert that they
are not lending as freely as they were
previously?

Hon. J. MITCHELL: I assert that the
banks are not lending as freely on con-
ditional purchase land as they were pre-

viously. The bank managers went to the
Minister and Pointed out what would'be
the trouble; the Premier knows that. I
am certain that many of the bank man-
agers have spoken to the Premier about
this very matter.

The Premier: They denied it when I
spoke about the matter.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: The banks have
lent money freely in the State, and apart
from. conditional purchase lands have
lent more freely than ever because of the
circumstances in which the country was
placed. The banks were doing their best
for the people, but they have not lent
against conditional purchase leases any-
thing like as freely as they were doing
previously; and the Premier, if he had
money to invest, would not lend it against
a conditional purchase lease saddled with
these instructions. I have already said
that I want this question discussed with-
out party feeling or bitterness, and if
the hon. members who interject will con-
duct the discussion from that point of
view, perhaps some good may result from
this motion. The Premier must know that
it is no light matter for an hon. member
on this side of the House to table a mo-
tion, because our numbers are only six-
teen against thirty-four. All we can hope
is that we may induce the Premier to be
reasonable,' and I believe if he is con-
vinced that harm is being done by these
instructions he will have them amended.
I ask the House, are these instructions in
accordance with the Land Act? I say
they are not, and if the Minister had en-
deavoured to put his instructions into the
form of regulations they would have been
ultra vires.

The Premier: Why did you not take
aeeption to them when they were laid
on the Tablet

Hon. J. MITCHELL: I have a right
to take exception to them at any time I
please, and in my opinion this is the right
moment. If we hit*ad taken exception to
them last session we would not have bad
the same opportunity of having them dis-
cussed, because many members on the
Government side believed that the specu-
lator was everywhere. I contend that
the instructions are not in accordance
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with the Land Act. The Minister has une-
doubtedly very extensive powers, powers
to be ussed wisely and sympathetically.
The Premier knows that until Sir New-
ton Moore's Lizzie the only restriction on
transfers was in connection 'with home-
stead farms; except for them, no transfer
was refused, and it was realised that no
harm could come to the State by reason
of sales. It was reailised that the same
payments and conditions of improvement
are imposed against evry holder.

The Premier: It all depends on the in-
terpretation of the word "State." The
people are the State; individuals make
up the State.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: The State could
not lose any conditions of improvement
or cash by allowing legitimate sales, but
if the Premier wishes to protect the in-
dividual, let him say -where the individual
has suffered. I do not know that the Pre-
mier will bring down legislation to pre-
vent betting.

The Premier: We might.

Hon. J1. MITCHELL: To bring about
the closing of hotels--

The Premier: We might.
Hon. J. MITCHELL: And the running

of motor-cars.
The Premier:- We might.
Hon. J. MITCHELL: If the Premier

is going to protect every man against
himself, then he will be right to
protect the buyer of a conditional
purchase holding against the seller,
but he will find his hands full if he
tries it. The Premier says that it is not
the State but the individual whom he
wishes to protect. If an individual has
a liking for a block,. and it has been im-
proved in accordance with the Land Act,
and residence conditions have been ful-
filled-I agree with the Minister when he
says that he insists on having those con-
ditions fulflled-in such a case the Min-
ister has no right to interfere. If a block
has been improved and resided on from
the time it was acquired up to the time
of the sale, the Minister should hesitate
to withihold his consent. Whenever 1
thought the seller was making too much'
out of the sale, or was acting to the in-

jury of the buyer, I always refused a
transfer, but to issue wholesale instruc-
tiongspaginst transfers in the way the
Alinister has done could have no other
restilt than to injure all men on the land
whether they wanted to sell or not. It
is not only the man who wishes to sell
who is hurt by these instructions; it is
beca use of the interference with the value
of the security that I object to the in-
structions. Will the Minister declare that
sales are not as freely allowed to-day as
ever they were? Agents say they can get
transfers through and that there is never
any objection. When these instructions
came out, men who knew the ropes came
from the country to Perth to induce the
Minister to allow transfers to go through.
could good come to the State, or to the
seller, or any advantage come to the
buyer, under a system which provided
that a man who knew his -way about the
Lands Department could indu ce the Min-
ister to register a transfer? Men tad to
go to lawyers to get their transfers
through, although previous to that time
they could have had them registered with-
out any trouble. I am not complaining
about the -way in which the Minister has
administered the Act, because I believe
he has been exceedingly sympathetic; he
has allowed transfers to go through, al-
though in some cases I believe the im-
rprovement conditions, particularly resi-
dence, were altogether ignored, If hon.
mnembers will turn uip the rent list in
which the conditions of residence are set
out they will find much information
which will enable them to make a com-
parison and see who has sold land re-
cently. They will also be able to satisfy
themselves that in many cases the resi-
dence condition has not been fulfilled.
However, we are not dealing to-day with
individual cases but with the broader is-
sues. We want to ask the Minister to
withdraw those instructions, and we wanit
to make it apparent to him that the in-
structions can only work harm. The Mini-
ster is disposing of town blocks under
the leasehold system. Ar6 they for sale?
Ini some cases the Minister allows more
than one block to be selected at a time.

The Premier: Not now.
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Hon. J. MITCHELL: And one appli-
cant, if lie pleases, may have a block in
each of half a dozen townships.

The Premier: That has not been so for
somie time.

Hfon. J. MITCHELL: Yes. If there
are leasehold blocks at Katanning, Wagin,
Northam and Kellerberrin, one man can
select a block in each place.

The Premier: That has nothing to do
with the leasehold system.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: No, but this eys-
tern was introduced by a Minister who
said there should be no speculation. Does
the Minister think that a man who ac-
quires four blocks under leasehold, and
puts up on each a building and lets it.
is not just as much a speculator as the
person who sells his conditional purchase
lease? Of course lie is just as great a
speculator. The Minister issued his in-
structious against the transfer of condi-
tional lpurchase lease;, and he made a
new departure when he arranged that
town and suburban blocks should be die
posed of only under the leasehold system.
But he has not taken the trouble to pre-.
vent speculation in those blocks. If lion.
members will turn up the rent list they
will see what has happened. A. Minister
who has issued instructions that must
bear harshly on all producers, and who
a few days afterwards set up leasehold
conditions and under those conditions does
not insist on residence, is not consistent,
and I want him to be consistent. I do
not believe in speculation, and I believe
that my administration reduced it to a
grrat extent.

Mr. Underwood: Oh!
Hon. J. MITCHELL: At any rate, it

couild not be carried on to the same ex-
tent as was possible when the member for
Pilbara acquired his block under the sys-
tem of free selection. The hen. member
was not required to go before the land
board, which did away with speculation
to a large extent. But I plead guilty to
hav.ing increased the desire for land, to
having filled the people with a wish to
become agriculturists, and to having iri-
creased the value of all land, because of
the demand that was created for it in my
time. I plead guilty to that, and if I had

power to-morrow it would be my endea-
your to again fill the people with a desire
to be possessed of some of Western Aus-
ralia's broad acres-acres of the cheapest
lan d which can be acquired anywhere in the
civilised world and under more favourable
conditions than prevail elsewhere, and
certainly when it is acquired the Govern-
ment do help the owner to a greater ex-
tent than is the ease anywhere else. I
contend also that when the Minister is-
sued these instructions he provided an
opportunity for the buyer to the detri-
ment of the seller. The seller is often a
man who is compelled by force of cir-
cumstances to leave his holding. T]here
are altogether over 50,000 conditional
purchase blocks and it is no wonder that
some people are all the time for selling
themn. When the Minister determined by
his instructions that transfers should not
be registered he prevented the holder of
land from negotiating as lie did before,
and as he was able to do when he was in
a position of having a little capital to
spare. If a man, and particularly a
working man, goes on to a block and
does his best, he should be ' able to sell
when the opportunity comes to do so at
a profit, for it is an advantage to the
settler and to the State as the seller there-
by is provided with the means to start
again. Certainly no harm can be done and
no harm is done in such circumstances,
but harm is done if the transfer of the
block is forbidden under the Minister's in-
structions, or if the seller is squeezed in
consequence of those instructions-I do
not say by the Minister-but by the
would-ta buyer. The intending buyer is
in a position to say to the seller, "These
instructions are against you. T1 will not
give you as much as I would have given
you before. I will wait until you arc
squeezed by your creditors and then I
will be able to buy the land more cheaply."
Ministers may laugh, but there is a genu-
ine trouble existing in the country, and
it is largely the result of these instruc-
tions issued by the Minister for Lands.

The Premier: Who is laughing?
Hon. J. MITCHELL: Ministers will

urge that the bad season had something to
do with the difficulties with which set-
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tiers are faced. I do not say that the bad
season has not had some effect, but I say,
that the bad season of 1911-the sea-
son of 1912 was fair-was not largely
responsible, but that many men were
squeezed off their holdings not because of
the had season but because they were un-
able to borrow money on them in conse-
quence of the Minister's instructions.

Mir. Lander: Not many.

Bon. -J. MITCHELL: When we say
that a man must have five years' improve-
ments done under residence conditions be-
fore he can sell and ten years' improve-
ments in the case of non-residence, and
that in both cases he must be on the land
for two years before he can sell, we are
not improving his chances; in fact, we
are decreasing them. I know that the Pre-
mier does not wish to do that. I do not
think that anyone wishes to injure the
settlers in the way in which these instruc-
tions are injuring them. I am pointing
out the effect thiey are having in order
that the Government may change their
methods, because it is wrong that this
has been done. Under non-residence con-
ditions no transfer is allowed for ten
years, but special cases may be dealt with
by the Minister. The Minister said he
would throw land open only under non-
residence conditions. Will the Minister
say that he has not allowed many men
to transfer their holdings from Section
55 to Section 56?

Mr. E. B. Johnston: He cannot prevent
them; they have the legal right.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: Will the Minister
tell 115 that be has prevented it? He had
as much right to prevent such transfers
as he had to prevent people from taking
lip land under Section 6.

1%r. E. B. Johnston: He cannot pre-
vent it.

Eon. J. MITCHELL: If the Minister
cannot prevent it, all they would have to
do would be to take up land nder Section
55 and transfer it on the following day
to Section 56. That would be ridiculous
and if the Minister permitted it ha would
be stultifying himself. Those in the know
would simply take up the land under Sec-
tion 55 and transfer it afterwards to Sec-
tion 56, just as a man can take up a town

block to-day and sell it to-morrow. If
the Minister acted in that way the position
would be a hundred times worse. Dozens
of men, I am told, have transferred their
holdings from Section 55 to Section 56,
and some of them, I know, since these in-
structions wvere issued.

Mr. E. B. Johnston: Thc Act gives
them the powver to do so, and it cannot
he stopped except by Parliament.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: I do not wish to
repat what I1 have said, but if the Act
gives that power, the Mlinister has no
right to stop the sale under Section 56,
because it is the law of the land and
snrely the Minister is not above the law
of the land. The law says in effect that
a man who sits in Parliament or who
wishes to make a home for his son, may
select uinder Section 56, so long as he
does 50 per cent, more in the way of
improvements, and he cannot select a
second block unless he takes up his resi-
dence on the block. That is reasonable,
and it is right, it is the law of the land,
but the Minister says. "'I will not do it,
although it is the law." 'This is one
of the things to which we members on
this side of the House object. The Min-
ister says, "If a man holds a thousand
acres tinder residence, I will allow him
to have a second thousand under non-
residence conditions.'' The law, how-
ever, says that a man may have a thous-
and acres under residence and a thous-
and acres under non-residence, and that
he can select the clause embodying the
conditions under which he will take those
areas up. It is perfectly clear in the Act,
andl the Minister should ask Parliament
to alter the Act before determining that
a man should not take up land under
Section 56. How many members of this
House hold land under Section 56?
Could any one of them fulfil the resi-
dence conditions on his block? Is there
any member in the House who holds land
under any other section than 561 Are
we going to make a law for ourselves,
and another law for other people? That
is not fair. Let the Minister say that
he desires an amendment of the Land
Act, and let him bring it down, and if
the House passes it let him act upon it.
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but in the meantime let him be true to
his trust and true to his country.

Mr. Lander: He has been true in issu-
ing these instructions.

Hfon. J. MITCHELL: I venture to say
there is not a man in this community pos-
sessing an atom of sense who will say that
the Minister has aced rightly in issuig
these instructions. At the present time
the Minister is helping the Midland Rail-
way Company to sell th&i farms along
their railway line. I do not object to that
at all, but we have a Minister who says
that one of his own selectors shall not sel
his land to another would-be selector, while
at the same time he is helping the Midland
Railway Company to SeUl their improved
farms along the Midland railway line-
Is the Minister going to continue to help
the Midland Company to do something
which he says that members of this House
and members of the community must not
do? According to a London paper, Mr.
Gilbert, of the London office, is endeavour-
ing to isell some of the Midland Comapany's
land for the Midland Company. I realise
that most of the harm that comas to the
wvorld comes from the well-intentionedI
activity of men of immature judgment
due to inexperience and want of capacity.

Mr. Heitmann: Where did you get
Ithat?7

Hon. 3. MITCHELL: I borrowed it
from the hon. member for Cue. It is one
of the wisest things he ever said. I be-
lieve his words are sometimes words of
wisdom. In making the statement to
which the hon. member referred, I wis5h
to convey the idea that I do not think the
Minister has acted viciously in this mat-
ter, but I believe that the Minister does not
know ; his intent ions axre all right, but his
judgment is all wrong, and his want of
experience has led him into this difficulty
which has caused trouble to dozens of set-
tlers and ruination to not a few of them.

Mr. Lander: To the sharks.
Hon. J. "MITCHELL: I wish a shark

would swallow the hon. member.
Mr. Milen: It would take a whale.
The Premier: He might be a modern

Jonah-
Hon. J. MITCHELL: The Minister has

no doubt seen the disastrous effects of Is

administration, and that fact has been
impressed upon him by many people.
Writers in the Press have given
prominence to it, and the hon.
member for Williams-Narrogin (Mr.
E. B. Johnston), I have no doubt,
has told the Minister what effect
it is having, and other hon. members, in-
cluding the Attorney General as a land
owner, probably have mentioned the mat-
ter to the Minister. Having seen that his
instructions are wrong and that they are
only working harm, will not the Minister
now ask this House to approve of an
amending Land Bill? Will he not give
Parliament and the country the right to
say that the Act shall be altered? Is he
going to assume the full responsibility of
declaring what the land policy of the coun-
try shall be? We have seen the disas-
trous effect of his policy in the falling off
of selection, There has been an appreci-
able decrease in the area under crop con-
sidering all the circumstances, because peo-
ple have been deterred and discouraged
by reason of the administration, and par-
ticularly of this instruction. Will hon.
members who support the Government
realise that apart from finance, no ques-
tion is of such vital importance to the
Government of the country as the admin-
istration of the land laws? Nothing is so
easily influenced by injudicious actions on
the part of the Government as this que-
tion of land tenure. The tenure of the
land, as the Attorney General knows.
should be definite; it should be fixed; it
should be safe and it should not he sub-
ject to the whim of any Minister or of
any party in Parliament. Parliament hav-
ing considered the question of our land
tenures and having fxed them, the Act
should be honestly and fairly and sym-
pathetically administered by those who
are responsible for its administration.

Mr. B. 3. Stubhs: What have these in-
structions to do with the tenure of land?

Mr. E. B. Johnston: The Act places
the administration at the Minister's dis-
cretion.

The Attorney General: Sympathetically
for whom, the settler or the speculator?

Hon. J. 'MITCHELL: I say it should
be sympathetically administered for the
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benefit of the man who works on his laud;
and of the man who sits in this House and
has his land worked for him, and for the
beneflt of all who acquire land.

The Attorney General; That is how the
law is administered.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: It is not. If
these instructions were administered in
their entirety the effects would be even
more disastrous than they have been.
What I claim is sympathetic and proper
administration for all people. A man who
selects land under Section 56 has as wuch
right to sympathetic treatment as the man
who has a homestead farm or a block tin-
der Section 55 and resides on it. I gin
not defending the man who takes up land
under Section 55, and who does not reside
on it, and who sells it again. I am asking
that the administration of the Land Act
should be fair, and I have shown that
these instructions are not operating lhon-
estly and fairly to the people in the coun-
try.

Mr. Hleitmann: Give us instances to
show that they are not operating fairly.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: I hope that
names will not be mentioned in this House
-the hon. member knows that they cannot
be nientioned-tut let him ask any lawyer
in Perth, or let him consult the files of the
West Australian and see the number of
forced sales advertised from day to day,
or let him go to the Agricultural Hank an-,
be will get some information there.

Mr. George: Yes, look at the advertise-
ments of sales.

Mr. Heitmaun: You are moving the
motion; give us some instances.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: If Ministers and
members supporting them are foolish
enough to shut their eyes to the position
-the Ahtorney General is a lawyer, and
he has probably some of these cases be-
foro him-

The Attorney General: They exist only
in your fertile imagination.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: If Ministers are
willing to shut their eyes to the harm
wkieh is being done as a result of these
instructions, then all I 'can say, is that
I have done my duty by pointing out the
facts to them. Being one of only sixteen
members sitting on this side of the House,

I realise that I have no chance of getting
carried any motion to which the Govern-
ment are opposed. I did not approach
Ihe matter altogether with thei idea that I
could get the motion carried, but with
the idea of making public what has hap-
pened in regard to these instructions and
the effect they are having on the corn-
mnunity. I want to inform the House of
the position, and have the matter fairly
dealt with in the interests of the country
and of the man on the land. There is
no one to-day who deserves more synipa-
t hetic treatment than the man who is
striving to develop the back country. We
have a duty to him, and we ought to dis-
charge it. I have finished what I had
to say under increasing difficulties, be-
cause my friends opposite will interject,
and my words are sometimos lost, or I
Am afraid they have fallen on deaf ears.
I now merely wish to move the motion
standing in my name, and express the
hope that the people concerned will be
considered. I trust that this matter will
be dealt with apart from ordinary party
warfare.

Air. MONGER (York): I second the
motion.

On motion by the Premier debate ad-
journedl.

MiOTION - WICKEPIN-MERREDIN
RAILWAY ROUTES.

Hon. J. MITCHELL (Northamn)
moved-

That a map be laid upon the Table
of the House showing the position of
-1, The surveyed route of the Wicks-
pin-Merredin Railway. 2, The route of
same as recommended by the Advisory
Board.

He said: I am asking for this map as I
wish at a later time to have this inform-
ation before me so that I may table
another motion. There has been a di-
version of the line, as everyone in this
House knows. The matter was impres-
sed on the House by the hon. member
for York (Air. Monger) at different
times, and he exchanged words with the
Minister for Works in that connection.
I do not wish to say Any more about the
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diversion, except that under our system
we had an Advisory Board which marked
the map showing just where the line
should go. The present Government
when they came into office said they
knew as much as any Advisory Board,
and would put the line where they
pleased. The Minister for Works took
advantage of' the position, as he had the
power to do, and put down the line in
opposition to the report of the Advisory
Board.

The Minister for Works: The hon.
member surveyed five different routes.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: Land values are,
of course, affected by the proximity of
a railway, or by a proposed railway.
This question of land values is of great
importance to the settlers in this dis-
trict, and in order to deal with the ques-
tion I want the plan for which I am
asking. Values. were put up by me on
land that was to he close to the railway,
a perfectly reasonable and legitimate
thing for me to do, as it must be rea-
lised that the man near to the railway
station is in a much better position than
the man who has to go four, eight,' or
ten miles, and be should have to pay a
bit more. That system has not been
disputed by the present Government. I
feel I hlave a responsibility to the people.
whom I settled there.

The Minister for Works: You have a
big burden to carry.

Mr. E. B. Johnston: They wouald like
to settle you back.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: I do not know
what the hon. member means by "settle
you back." I do know the bon. member
would like to set me back, but neither
lie nor others opposite can do so. 1 was
responsible -for increasing the value of
the land which was to be on the line or
close to the line, as marked by the Ad-
visory Board. The Minister for Works
devia ted the line, with the result* that
land which was to he near to the pro-
posed rail-way, has now become very dis-
tant front it; the man who paid a low
price for his land because it would he
further away now has the railway, and
the- man -who paid the high price is keft
without it. It is because I wish to deal

with this matter of values, and give fair
consideration to the people settled there,
that I desire to have this plan, and when
I get it I mean to move for a reduction
of values where the people expected to
get a railway and it has been denied
them. J know that the Government will
not object to lay the plan on the Table,
and I do not think hen. members will
oppose me when I move that these peo-
ple should be treated fairly. Recently
the Minister for Lands visited the wheat
district, and was asked to reduce the
value of the land.

The Attorney General: Value or price?

Hon. J. MITCHELL: The price. The
Minister said he would not reduce it in
a bad year. If we have huilt railways
that have been promised, and provided
the roads, water supply, and harbour
facilities,. that have been promised, and
'nave advanced mioney from the Agricul-
tural Bank which the people had the
right to demiand of us, then there is no
reason why the price should be reduced;
but if those things have not -been done,
the people have a good case to make ouit
against us. The Minister will pro-
bably tell ils he mneans to extend rail-
way facilities to these people. That is
all right, bitt in the meantime they have
not got them. The Minister should do
something to compensate these people
for the absence of a line in the meau-
while. The man who is out there and
has cleared his land in the expectation
of a railway, and has preparod his land
to receive the -seed, expecting to grow a
crop, should be fairly treated. I ex-
pect we shall be able to do this if the
Government say they will build a second
linle opposite the Wiekepin-Mferredini line
to serve the settlers. I believe that the
system of giving advances on wheat
stored in anticipation of a railway is a
good scheme. I understand it has been
agreed to he done at Esperance, but it
was wrong in that case, because Parlia-
ment had decided that that line should
not be built. The idea is right however,
if applied to districts where lines have
beeni authorised, and particularly where
the Minister is now building railways. If
advances are given on stored wheat de-
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velopment would be more rapid, and set-
tlers would be able to carry on their oper-
ations because the line is being built, and
the Government should not lose by the
transaction.

Mr. George: They have a good prece-
dent.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: It was a pity
that this line was deviated, but the trouble
can to some extent be obviated by the
building of the second line. The Minister
for Works will understand that in asking
for the plan my desire is to know what is
to be done for these settlers, and to have
an opportunity of proving that they
should be treated fairly. I have opened
up the question so that we may have an
opportunity of discussing the position
of those who have suffered through the
deviation. The Government have taken
the responsibility of the deviation, and
now the House must take the responsi-
bility of saying what can fairly he done
for the people. I hope that the Minister
will tell me it is his intention that the
people east of the Wickepin-Merredin
line shall have the railway facilities to
which they are undoubitedly entitled.

Mr. MONGER (York): I second the
mot ion.

Mr. LANDER (East Perth) : Now that
the hon. member for Northam has sub-
mitted this mnotion I sincerely trust that
the Minister for Works will place on the
Table of the House plans of the whole
five routes. When the Minister took up
his present position he found that there
had been a squandering of money, pos-
sibly to buy votes. Anyone can go up
now in that district and they will find
thatt there are many settlers who are
very well satisfied with the deviation
along which the railway has 'been built.
There seems to have been a great deal of
stress laid upon the Wiekepin-Mferredin
line, but not a word has been said about
Yorkrakine and the poor beggars up
there, andl even in connection with the
Dowerin-Merredin line where there was
so much corruption, and where they
jerked that railway-

Mr. Monger: Is the bon. member in
order in referring to corruption?

Mr. SPEAKER: I do not know to
whom the hon. member is ascribing cor-
ruption. He has not charged anyone.

Mr. George: And he also said that the
line had been jerked out.

Mr. LANDER: I may say, Mr. Speaker,
that I do not intend you to know. I
trust that the Minister for Works will
do what the member for Northam is ask-
ing, and also that he will try and make
some provision quickly for the settlers
who are beyond Emu Hill and Mount
Arrowswith. I would like to see some
consideration shown them in the way of
deferring their rents.

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! The hon.
member is not discussing the motion.

Air. DANDER: I hope some provision
will be made as soon as possible for the
construction of a railway out to those
settlers.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS (Bon.
W. D. Johnson) : I propose to move an
amendment to the motion submitted 'by the
hon. member, but before doing so I want
to express my admiration of the courage
of the bon. member in attempting to deal
with this question. If there is one dis-
trict which has a grievance against the
lhon. member it is that particular district,
and I want to congraatulate him on his
admission that he settled those people on
the land. He did indeed settle them in
the truest sense of the word. We know
that lie promised railways in all direc-
tions.

Hon. J. Mitchell: You know nothing
of the sort.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I do
know that, and I know also that he is-
sued plans showing railways proposed in
various portions of that particular area,
and in every case the people have been
disappointed. Had the lion. member
stuck to the advisory board 's route, one
could understand him moving this mo-
tion, but when he and his Government
deliberately took awa-

Hon. J1. Mitchell: Y ou took away.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The

hon. member knows full well that there
were five different propositions.

Mr. Monger: Nothing of the sort, and
no one knows that better than youiself.
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The MINISTER FOR WORKS: Tyhe
five railways were promised by the Wil-
son Government.

Mr. Monger: That is absolutely wrong.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: What

position now does this Government find
itself jut We could only build on the
One route and we had to disappoint, in
any case, three. The member for Nor-
tham does not make an appeal on behalf
of the people who are on the west; they
are all right. Seeing that we built the
railway on the west side the bon. mem-
ber now makes an appeal on behalf of the
people on the east side. This kind of
thing reminds me of the man who gets
into financial difficulties, finds himself in
a hopeless mess, and then goes to the
racecourse in the hope of putting himself
right. The hon. member knows well, to
use a vulgarism, that his name is mud
with the people in -this, particular dis-
trict.

Mr. George: What i
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The

bon. member's name is mud, and know-
ing foil well the opinion he is held in by
the people in those parts he comes along
at the eleventh hour, when a number of
the settlers down there are absolutely
ruined, and he says "I want to get the
plans so as to see what should be done
to help these people," the people he
settled on the land, and as I said, settled
in the truest sense of the word. What
was the position when the present Gov-
ernment took office? There bad been a
lot of talk about five different railways
on one authorisation of Parliament.

Mr. Monger: Nothing of the sort.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: And

nothing had been done ini the wayr of
building the line. They got the author-
is.ation of Parliament for various rail-
way propositions, but they did nothing
in the way of building any of them. As
a matter of fact, they slackened up on
railway construction. Then, in order to

tyand get votes when the elections
were approaching, they said to one sec-
tion of the people down there, "It is all
right, return us and we will make it
right for you." The same thing was told
to the other section. A deputation came

down and said, "If you are not going
to build the railway in such a direction,
we will vote against you," and the mem-
ber for Northam replied to them that it
would be all right and that the Govein-
meat would put a railway down for them
as well. They promised four different
routes in order to get four different lots
of votes.

icr. Monger: No one knows better than
yourself that that is not true.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I am
going to amend the motion so that I may
be able to bring down plans of all the
surveyed routes and the proposed routes.
The matter was investigated and the
select committee which inquired into it
took the then Minister for Works to task
for having made a hopeless mess of this
matter. I am prepared to say that the
then Miinister for Works did not under-
stand the question, and he allowed him-
self to be influenced by others who un-
derstood less, and declared that he would
send a survey party out on that proposed
route. After lie got a start, there was
another proposal from another deputa-
tion who said, 9t )o not do any more on
that particular route, because we have
another proposal"; and so the matter
went on until the elections came. It was
clear that of the five routes which were
proposed, the advocates of four would
have to be disappointed. What has the
present Government doneI We took the
view that every right-thinking man
would have taken, and, that was to do a
fair thing to those who had been settled
in that locality by the member, for Nor-
tham. We knew, and everyone who
looked at the plan had to admit, that it
would be quite impossible to serve the
area with one railway. The member for
Northamn started out with four or five
propositions. The present Government
does not propose to build five, but we do
intend to build two so as to servo the
area in accordance with the generally ac-
cepted policy of the country. We built
the line to serve the people on the west-
ern side and we now propose to build
another line to serve the people on the
eastern side.

Hon. J. Mitchell: Wheel
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The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
hon. member has declared that we should
have built a line between the east and the
wvest, but then the people on the west
would have been isolated. That is what
the hon. member wants to do. He wants
to declare that there is no need for two
railways, that we should have built one
railway, but by building that one, those
on the west would have been quite isolated,
in the same way as the hon. member iso-
lated the people in the Yorkrnkine ulis-
(niet, and practically ruined some of the
best settlers in this country. He would
have isolated the people on the eastern side
and so ruined a few more. His name is
not too good to-day amongst the people in
(hose localities, and if I had done what ha
wanted to do, the position would have
been much worse than it is.

Ron. J. 'Mitchell: My name, at any
rate, is better than yours down there.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I am
prepared to put my name against that of
the hion, member, and if he wants a little
more information I may refer him to some
recent transactions of his. I am in the
fortunate position in this country of hav-
ing done nothing that I need be ashamed
of, and I have always paid 20s. in the
pound. I have been in politics longer than
the hion. member and I defy anyone to
point the finger of scorn at me. I would,
however, be ashamed to be in the hon.
member's shoes in regard to recent tran-
sactions with which he has bee&- associated.

Hon. J. Mitchell: I protest against the
Minister's remarks; he must say what hc
means and takes the consequences.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
hon. member has stated that his name is
as good as mine; I say it is not.

Air. Underwood: Let it go at that.
The Premier: Let's take a vote on it.
'Ar. SPRAKER: Order! I think we

-might allow this question of names to
stand aside for the time being. The Min-
ister must discuss the motion.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: If
the bon. member will not he so disorderly
and make interjections, I will be able to
proceed without, transgressing the Stand-
ing Orders. In this particular area there

are people who have a genuine grievance
against the previous Government.

Mr. Monger: Against the present Gov'-
ernmen t.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I have
on more than one occasion expressed my
sympathy for these people, but I cannot
do more than I have done in the way of
expediting the construction of the Wicke-
pin-Merrediu line and also the commence-
ment of the other line so as to serve the
other settlers at the earliest moment. I
intend to do my best to help those peo-
ple out of the difficulty they have been
placed in by the hon. member and his
friends. Again we have to bear in mind
that the hon. member promised to con-
struct railways to the backyards of many
settlers, and that he also put up the price
of laud because railway communication
was going to he so close to those people,
with the result that not only have the set-
tiers east of the Wickepin-Merredin line
been left lamenting as far as the railway
is concerned, hut they have been penalised
by having had the cost of their land in-
creased out of all proportion to its real
value. Then we must beami mind that those
people went there under a distinct promise
made by the previous Gov'erument that
railway communication would be provided
for them within a reasonable time. But
there was absolutely no effort made f ur-
ther than to pass a Bill through Parlia-
ment. They got the authority of Parlia-
mient to do that which they failed to do.
It would have been interesting to find
out where the Government really intended
to build it. They certainly would have
disappointed the people on four routes.
They only had authority to build one line
and they had five routes along which to
construct it. As far as the hon. member's
motion, is concerned, I want the people to
know exactly the various proposals and it
is with that object in view that I propose
to amend it. If the motion, as amended,
is carried, I will see that each of the vari-
ous routes is shown on the map in differ-
ent colours, so that it -will be possible to
see exactly the details of the five pro-
posals. I move, therefore-

That paragraphs (1) and (2) be
amended to read as foflcr:-(1) The
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Wilson Government's various surveys
and pro posed routes of the Wicce pin-
Merredin railway, (2) including the
route as recommended by the advisor!,
board.

Mr. LANDER (East Perth) : I second
the amendment.

Mr. George: Is that what you call check-
matet?

The Minister for Works: Yes.
The Attorney General: No, the map

will be checked.
Mr. SPEAKER: I have to disconnect

these amendments. The Minister for
Works will require to move the amend-
ments in sections as he desires them to
be inserted. The first will be that there
be inserted after "the" in the first para-
graph the words "Wilson Government's
various."

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: Then
I move an amendment-

That after "the" in the first para-
graph the words "Wilson Government's
various" be inser ted.

Hon. J. MITCHELL (Northam, on
amendment) : I have no objection at all
to the amendment, no objection to the
various trial surveys which were made
being shown on the plan; but I have the
strongest possible objection to the atti-
tude taken up by the Minister for Works
when he says that we made these surveys
in order to get votes, and infers that I
was responsible for the multiplicity of sur-
veys. No one knows better than the Min-
ister that these routes were surveyed by
the Works Department.

The Minister for Works: Under in-
structions.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: They had no in-
structions from me. It is perfectly pat-
ent to any man who has any idea at all
of railway building, that you have to
make two or three trial surveys before the
best route can be selected.

The Minister for Works; No. It might
be necessary to run a traverse to get an
idea of the country, but you would never
run more than the one survey.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: I know nothing
of the reasons that actuated the
then Minister for Works in makting three

or four surveys. Certainly it was not
done to get votes, nor to delude the peo-
ple into the belief that they would get
five railways. None but an absolute foot
could be deceived into thinking that a
Government with authority to build only
one railway would be likely to build five.
Is it not an insult to the intelligence of
those people to he told by the Minister
that they were hoping to get five rail-
ways? These surveys were in the wrong
place, and when I heard that they were
being made I protested very strongly.
However, it was determined by the pre-
sent Minister that the line should go to
the west of the lakes, where it is to-day.
Now the Minister for Works has thought
fit to move this amendment because he
wishes to hide as much of his own work
as he can. He thinks that if he gives us
these five surveys he will be--

Mr. Dwyer: Illuminating your work.
The Attorney General: With beautiful

coloured lines.
Hion. J. MITCHELL: The position is

that one line has been built and I desire
the plans showing that route. I have no
objection to the House being given all the
information the Minister can put on the
plan. I accept this amendment without
any objection.

Mr. GEORGE (M Nurray-Wellington):
I am glad indeed that the mover of the
motion has accepted this amendment. It
serves to show, at any rate, that he feels
that the Government with which he was
connected have nothing to be ashamed of
in connection with this particular rail-
way. The showing of the five different
routes will simply demonstrate to the
people of the State that the previous
Government were taking the best possibli
care to see that they secured the best
route available. The member for Nor-
tham has accepted the amendment, and
I am satisfied that when we do get the
map laid on the Table it will be possible
for hon. members to see exactly what are
the rights and wrongs of this particular
proposal. I think the House is to be
congratulated upon the fact that the mem-
ber for Northam has the courage to face
even the redoubtable Minister for Wor!-::
on this question. We have heard from
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my friend the member for York (Mr.
Monger) on various occasions--

The Premier: On numerous occasions.
Mr. Dwyer: In season and out of sea-

son.
Mr. GEORGE: I do not think a com-

plaint regarding this railway could be
held to be out of season at any time. The
member for York has voiced the opinions
of the settlers in this particular locality,
and whether or not the Government can
show that they have put this railway in
the best possible position, it is certain
that the member for York has shown the
necessity for consideration being given to
a number of the settlers who are beyond
the range of the railway.

Mr. Munsie: Which the present Gov-
ernment admit, too.

Mr. GEORGE: I am not concerned
with the present or any other Govern-
ment. The only thing I am concerned
about is that the people who are settled
on that land shall have their proper
claims properly considered and dealt with,
whether by this or some other Govern-
ment. What does it now matter which
Government have done a wrong to (lie
settlers 9 What the member for York is
looking for is a remedy for the undoubted
wrong which has been done. I must con-
gratulate the Minister for Works on hav-
ing taken the course be did in saying that
lie will give us all five of the routes. In-
deed, I had intended to move an amend-
ment on these same lines, because I think
the House is about sick and tired of the
eternal controversy on this particular line.
The only thing that can come oat of it
is, not so much a determination as to who
made the mistake, as the information as
to who are going to help the settlers lying
beyond the range of this railway. I am
not particularly concerned as to whether
the present or the past Government made
the mistake; but what the country is con-
cerned about is, that if a mistake has been
made it should be rectified. I look upon
this motion and the amendment as the
first practical step towards enabling the
House to find out where we are in regard
to this railway.

Mr. HARPER (Pingelly) : I am glad
the member for Northamn has accepted the

amendment moved by the Minister for
WQorks. From what I know about this
line, the position was created by the de-
putation which waited on the then Mini-
ster for Works some years ago to get a
railway from Wickepin to Merredin with
the object of facilitating the conveyance
of Collie coal to the Eastern Goldfields.
That is the crux of the whole trouble. I
know the country in that locality, and I
am convinced that the line should have
gone up to Kunjin and thence east to
Korrijin, and east to Kurrenkutten, pass-
ing on the eastern side of the Kurren-
kutten lake. Undoubtedly, the land rea-
lised big prices in consequence of the anti-
cipation that the line would be taken on
that route.

The Minister for Works: Howv could it
realise big prices when it was not up for
competition? The price was fixed by our
friend, the ex-Minister for Lands.

Mr. HARPER: I was going to take up
some of the land myself on the under-
standing that the railway would go in
that direction. I am sure that when the
plans are put on the Table it will be0
clearly shown that the land on the eastern
side of Kurrenkutten lake is all selected
and occupied. This line should never
have been built as a Collie-Eastern Gold-
fields line. The idea is monstrous. There
is sufficient firewood on the goldfields to
last them for the next 20 years. The line
should have been purely an agricultural
one. It is a fallacy and a fraud that such
a thing should have been perpetrated. The
line should have gone east of iflrren-
kutten lake and given facilities to the
settlers in that part.

The Minister for Works: What about
the people on the west?

Mr. HARPER: The Quairading-Nnna-
gin railway and the railway from Brook-
ton to Kunjinn are only about 25 miles
apart, and so those people to the west
would not have been very badly off in any
case. Twenty-five miles between the two
lines means a radius of 12V2 miles as the
crow flies. Certainly it might have been
a disadvantage to some of those settlers,
but they would not have been nearly so
great in number as those others who have
been put to great inconvenience, not to say
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brought to the brink of ruination, through
not having this Wickepin-Merredin rail-
way further eit.

Sittinig suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.

Mr. HARPER: As I was saying be-
fore tea there has been a lot of bungling
in connection with the Wiekepin-Merredia
railway, prohably not altogether due to
the present Minister for Works, but due
to some extent to a former Minister for
Works who gave a favourable reply to
a deputation introduced by the member
for Collie to ask for wore direct communi-
cation between the Collie coalfields and
the goldfields. I say this line should have
been carried from Wickepin to Kunjin,
thence easterly via Korrijin to Kurren-
kutten. The alteration of the route was a
great injustice to the people at Kunjin,
and also to the people further east.

Mr. SPEAKER: I want to point this
out before the hon. member goes any fur-
ther: I know his desire is to speak to
the motion, but the motion is not now
under discussion. The amendment is
under discussion, and that amendment is
that three words shall be inserted,
namely, "Wilson Government's various."
I think it would be far better to take a
vote on that amendment-of course, it is
within the province of hon. members to
decide one -way or another-and the hon.
member can continue his remarks later
on when the motion is under discussion.

Mr. HARPER: If that is the right li-no
of procedure to pursue I am quite agree-
able, but I thought I was speaking to the
motion and the amendment conjointly.

Mr. SPEAKER: Although the hon.
member has sp~oken, this will not deprive
him of his opportunity later.

Mr. MONGER (York): Naturally T
eati hardly allow an opportunity like this
to pass, and as you, Mr. Speaker, have
very rightly said, at the present moment
we have to confine our remarks to the
amendment moved by the Minister for
Works. We have from time to time de-
bated the question -of this railway to a
very considerable extent, and in the his-
tory of our railway construction I do not
think any railway matter has been more
debated than this particular line, and

deservedly so. I would like to go back
for a moment to the introductory remarks
made when this railway was first intro-
duced in this House in December, 1911,
when the only opposition to the Advisory
Board's recommendation emanated from
the member for Collie, and during the
whole of the debate and arguments tbat
have taken place since I have had bat one
desire in view, and that was to see that
the recommendations of the Advisory
Board were given effect to. As far as I
can remember, when the Bill was origin-
ally introduced the line was to be con-
structed in accordance with the schedule
then attached to the Bill. Apart from
the member for Collie, few members spoke
on the Bill. .The Minister for Works
moved the adjournment of the debate on
One occasion, and he was going to mhake
one of those, no doubt great, speeches of
his, but on that particular occasion after
moving the adjournment of the debate,
he was suddenly called away, and that
speech which he was going to deliver is
not recorded in Hansard. I have heard
the hon. member say that had he been
present the Bill would never have been
given effect to.

The Minister'for Works: I never said
that.

Mir. MONGER: Well, the hot- member
intended to- He is so given to twisting
and twirling that one never knows what
he is referring to.

The Minister for Works: That would
mean that I was going to oppose the Bill,
which was not the ease.

Mr. MONGER: I have no desire this
evening to he at all personal. Ont the
many occasions I have spoken on this
matter I think I have been as personal
as the privileges of the House would per-
mit one member to be towards another in
my remarks in iegard to the Minister for
Works. To-night I have no desire to
trespass on the ground I have already
gone ovct s6 frequently, but I do want to
repeat what I have said on more than one
occasion that the original route as recom-
mended by the Advisory Board was in the
interests of that great agricultural area,
and the best route that could have been
selected, and I do not think that any other
man in Western -Australia than the Mini-
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ster for Works would have deviated from
it.

Mr. E. B. Johnston: Mr. Daglish pro-
mised to.

Mr. MONGER: Mr. Daglish promised
to support the suggestions that emanated
from the member for Collie that the line
should be taken from Wickepin in a north-
easterly direction to a point 50 miles south
from Merredin. That is all that I or any
settler in the district desires, namely,
that a point 50 miles south from Merre-
din should be the junctioning point of
the line from Wiekepin. What did the
Minister for Works say, and what did
the Acting Minister for Works tell us on
one occasion?9 That the Government were
going to avail themselves of the full devia-
tion limit given to them by the Act. I
wish to congratulate the hon. gentleman
on having done that.

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Mini-
ster) : I did not say anything of the kind.
I said I was going to keep within the
provisions of the Act.

Mr. MONGER: The bon. member said
that he was going to avail himself of the
full 10-mile limit of deviation. He has
done so and I congratulate him.

Iron. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Mini-
ster) : That was the day you lost your
temper.

Mr. MONGER: It is not of ten I do so.
The amendment moved by the Minister
is to bring within the scope of tile motion
certain surveys made under the auspice's
of* the Wilson Administration, but the
bon.. member did not tell us the attitude
lie adopted when lie came into power.

The Minister for Works: I sfopp6d the
lot.

Mr. MONGER: You adopted one which
suited yourself and your friends.

Mr. SPEAKER: The bon. member
must address the Chair.

Mr. MONGER: I am desirous that all
possible publicity should be given in the
way of showing to the public the routes
surveyed or partly surveyed by the late
Administration, and more particularly do
I want to see every publicity given to the
original route recommended by the Ad-
visory Hoard, and along which a great
deal of settlement took place. I want to

see that those people who selected on
the Advisory Board's recommendation
and on plans issued from the Lands De-
partment, once contradicted and repudi-
ated by the Minister, are fairly dealt with.
I want to see that justice is meted out to
those settlers who, on the representations
of a previous Administration, took up
land in accordance with the Advisory
Board's recommendation, and now the line
has been deviated to such a considerable
extent I hope that proper and due atlow-
ance will be made. That, I understand,
was the reason for the motion moved -by
the member for Northam this evening, and
on that motion I shall have an oppor-
tunity of speaking later.

Mr. GEORGE (Murray-Wellington):
Is it possible, Mr. Speaker, to move an-
other amendment beeause this specifies the
"Wilson Government's" routes? If any
other route has been surveyed by any
Government, whether before Responsible
Government or since, I should like to
have it.

The Minister for Works: Only one
Government were interested in the sur-
veys.

Mr. GEORGE: Did not the Moore
Government do somethingl

The Minister for Works: No.
Mr. GEORGE: If the amendment is

carried it will bring out all. I want.
The Minister for Works: The map has

been on the wall of the Chamber already.
Mr. Underwood: .We saw the map last

session,
Amendment put and passed.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS (Ron.
W. D. Johnson) moved a further amend-
ment--.

That after "surveyed" the words
"and proposed" be inserted.

Hon. J. MITCHELL (Northam)-:
There is no question of a proposed route
because the line, I understand, hits al-
ready been laid down. I suggest that the
Minister should alter his amendment from
"proposed" to "peet route.

The Minister for Works: That will be
included, of course. -

Hon. 3. MITCHELL: No, there is no
proposed route; it has been adopted, and
the line has been laid down. I want the
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present route of the line, Of course I
cannot carry any amendment- -

Mr. SPEAKER: The lion. member
can move an amendment to any amend-
ment.

Hon. 3. MITCHELL: But I know there
will be no chance of getting it carried.
To save time I suggest that the amend-
ment be altered from "and proposed" to
"and present" route.

The Minister for Works: The present
route will be shown.

Mr. George: You are going to show
everything?

The Minister for Works: The present
route is one of the proposed routes, and
one of the partially surveyed routes. The
Wilson Government started the very first
survey, and it was the one on whichi the
line has been built.

Mr. George: You must have dons a lot
of work in a very short time.

The Minister for Works: We have done
SO.

Hon. T1. MITCHELL: I want the pre-
sent route laid down. Why will not the
Minister include it in the amendment?

The Minister for Works: I will explain
why.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: The words "the
proposed route" do not mean anything.
I hope the Minister will agree to my sug-
gestion, or he might alter the amendment
by making it read, "the proposed and
present" routes.

The Premier: Make it "all" routes.
Mr. George: That is all we want.
Hon. J. MITCHELL: The amendment

will specify the Wilson Government's
various surveyed routes and the proposed
route. That will be unfair. I want the
route of.- the line as surveyed and laid
down.

The Minister for Works: You will get
it.

Hon. 3. MITCHELL I have no wish
to discuss the matter with the Minister,
but I hope the House will insist on the
Minister giving it. We do not get all that
the Minister promises us. We have not
got some information which was asked
for the o ther day, and are not likely to
get it.

The Premier: You are asking for in-
formation which does not exist. That is

why you are disappointed. You cannot
have what does not exist.

Mr ' Underwood: You cannot imagine
something, and then lay it on the Table.

lion. J. MITCHELL: It is ludicrous
to say that the present route of the line
does not exist. I want the motion to
specify the present route, as well as any
other route that the Minister likes to in-
clude. While members on the Government
side might he willing to take the Mini-
ster's word, as they were in connection
with the sleeper contract, I am not wil-
ling to do so, but I hope that the Minister
will realise I am reasonable in asking for
this alteration.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS (Hon.
W. D. Johnson): My oblect in amending
the motion is to give Parliament a-map
showing the whole of the rutes. Some
routes were surveyed, some were parti-
ally sitrveyed, and there were some on
which there was a trial survey. As a
matter of fact, if my memory is right,
when the preseut Government took office
there was a new proposed route alto-
gethier. Th~erefore, it is necessary to re-
tain the word ''proposed'' because there
was something new. In regard-to the
point raised by the hion. member for Nor-
thaRn, the motion covers the present sur-
veyed route because the very first survey
put in by the Wilson Government 'was
the survey (in which the line was built
by thc present Government. If they had
continued on the route on which they
started, they would have received the
commendation of all the people in the
district, but they stopped when they
were going right, and then started to go
wrong. The further they went, the more
criticism they received, and in the strug-
gle to put themselves right, they made a
mess of the whole concern. In the pro-
posed surveyed routes must be included
the present route because that was the first
which the Wilson Government under-
took.

Ho, 3. Mitchell: May I move, Mr.
Speaker, that "proposed" be struck out
and "present'' substituted?

IMr. SPEAKER: The hion. member ha's
already spoken.
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Mr. MONGER (York): I beg to move
an amendment on the amendment-

That "proposed" be struck out and
"present" substituted.
Mr. SPEAKER: I accept that amend-

ment; it is an amendment of one word.
Mr. MALE (Kimberley): I second the

amendment on the amendment.
Mr. MONGER: I fail to, see why the

Minister cannot agree to the proposed
amendment to the amendment.

The Minister for Works; I am agree-
ing to it. I absolutely agree to give you
the present route. If you get that, that
is all you want. You want to strike
''proposed'' out.

Mr. MONGER: There is no "pro-
posed " in the matter. There is a line of
railway practically completed.

The Minister for Works: The hon.
member knows there were many pro-
posals.

Mr. MONGER: I do.
The Minister for Works: Then I want

to give you the lot.
Mr. MONGER: Well add "proposed

and present.''
The Minister for Works: The various

surveyed routes are included.
Mr. SPEARER: This discussion is not

in order; we are not in Committee.
Mir. MONGER: I desire to move the

amendment to the amendment which I
have indicated.

Mr. SPEAKER: In dealing with the
proposed amendment on an amendment.
I shall take the amendment as if it were
the original question. The question is
that the word "proposed" stand part of
the questi~on.

Hon. J. MITCHELL (Northam): May
I suggest that the Minister should agree
to accept the suggestion of the member
for York by adding the word "present."
I wish to have laid on the Table of the
House a map showing the present route,
and as many of the proposed routes as
the Minister thinks fit. Will the Minis-
ter agree to add the words "and pro-
posed and present."

The Minister for Works: Yes.
Huon. J1. MITCHELL: I rose to suggest

that the hon. member for York ghould
withdraw his amendment.

Mr. SPEAKER: Does the hon. member
for York adhere to his amendment1

Mr. MONGER: I ask leave to with-
draw my amendment, and will agree to
the other.

Amendment on amendment, by leave,
withdrawn.

Mr. SPEAKER: The question now is
that the words "and proposed'' be in-
serted.

Mr. Monger: "And present" also.
Mr. SPEAKER: I suggest that if it is

the intention of any hbon. member to have
inserted the words ''and present'' after
"and proposed" we should deal with
this amendment first, and when these
words have been inserted another amend-
ment can be moved to have "and pre-
sent'' inserted.

Mr, McDoweall: The Minister for
Works agrees to it.

Mr. George: I do not know where we
are.

Mr. SPEAKER: There is no doubt in
my mind where we are. The motion
moved by the hon. member for Northam
has been amended by the insertion of the
words "Wilson Government 's various"
after "the" in the first paragraph. A
further amendment has been proposed by
the Minister for Works to insert after
''surveyed'' the words ''and proposed.''
The question is that the words "and pro-
posed" be inserted after "surveyed. "

Amendment (to insert "and pro-
posed") put and passed.

Mr. SPEAKER: Now the hon. member
for York may move his amendment.

Mr. MONGER (York): I beg to move
a further amendment-

That after "proposed" the words
"and present" be inserted.
Mr. SPEAKER: The sentence will

read most ungrammatically, if that is
done. I suggest that if the bon. member
desires to achieve his object he had bet-
ter move to insert after "railway" the
words "together with that of the pre-
sent route." If the hon. member does
that the sentence will be in grammatical
form and will achieve what the hon.
member desires to achieve.

Mr. McDONALD (Gascoyne): I sug-
gest, Mr, Speaker, that ifth wod
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"and the present route" were inserted
after the words "the Wilson Govern-
ment 's various surveyed and the pro-
posed route" it would meet the case.

Mr. Dwyer: T desire-
Mr. SPEAKER: Order! I am not

going to take all of these suggestions.
I want a definite suggestion.

Mr. Underwood: I hope, Mr. Speaker,
that aL little bit of had grammer is not
going to stop the business of the House.

Mr. MONGER: I beg to withdraw my
amendment.

Amendment by leave withdrawn.
Mr. MONGER: I beg to move a fur-

ther amendment-
That after the word "railway" the

words "together with that of the pre-
sent route" be added.
Mr. SPEM(ER: The Minister for

Works has a further amendmnent I
The Minister for Works: My amend-

ment would be a consequential one. I will
take the amendment.

Mr. DWYER (Perth): I desire to
point out that the insertion of these
words wviII simply imply that the present
route is something different and distinct
from one of the surveyed routes of the
Wilson Government. Anyone reading the
anmendmeent could not come to any other
conclusion. I understand the *existing
route is one of the routes surveyed by
the Wilson Government, and if that is
the ease I submit that the proposition
should read, "The various surveyed
routes including the present. route." It
would be giving a* wrong impression to
the country if we-implied that the exist-
ing route was not. one that had been pre-
viously surveyed. We wish our delibera-
tion here to give to the public -a true
reflex of what action has taken place.
I have, therefore, to oppose the amend-
ment in its present form.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS (Hon.
W, D. Johnson): What the bon. member
for Perth says is exactly the inference
that would be drawn if we agreed to this
amendment. I propose to ask the House
not to agree to the -amendment, as I do
not want an inference of that kind to he
drawn in regard to the present Govern-
ment. The present route is one of the

surveyed routes of the Wilson Govern-
ment. The motion covers what the hon.
member for Northam wants, and I am not
prepared to accept this amendment, as it
would permit a wrong construction to be
put on the position.

Mr. Male: Is the Minister for Works in
order in now objecting to an amendment
which a few minutes ago he agreed to?

The SPEAKER: The amendment is
perfectly in order, and is open to discus-
sion. by this House, no matter who raise
objection.

Mr. Monger: The Minister for Works
agreed to it-

Mr. SPEAKER: I amn not here to say
what the Minister for Works agreed to
or did not agree to, I am here to state
whether the amendment is in order. It
is in order.

Mr. GEORGE (Murray-Wellington):
It appears that at present there is more
anxiety to see how the motion hinges. than
there is about the real thing that interests
the country. An amendment has been
proposed implicating the Wilson Govern-
ment. I do not care whether it is the
Wilson Government, the Moore Govern-
ment, or the present Government. If we
mad& a mistake we must stand up to the
mistake, but the way the hon. member for
Perth (Mn. Dwyer) puts it indicates that
he wants to rub it in and to stir up the
dying embers of party warfare.

Mr. MALE (Kimberley): On a point
of order, my enquiry -was not whether the
amendment was in order, but whether the
Minister for Works was in order in op-
posing an amendment which a few mini-
utes previously he had agreed. to.

The Minister for Works: I never agreed
to- the amdudmieit-

Mr. SPEAKER: Order!I Does the hon.
miember sk-that I should'-decid& on that
point of order?' -

Mr. MALE: No. It was a- point of
conscience, I take it.

Mr. George: Let us get to business, we
are only wasting time.

Hon. J. MITCHELL (Northeam): All
I wish is to get a map of the present
route of the line as laid down-

The Minister for Works: You will get
it.
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Ron. J. MITCHELL: I think the
House should order the Minister to give it.

The Minister for Works: We will see
whether the House will.

Eon. J. MITCHELL: I asked simply
for the surveyed route of the railway and
the route of same as recommended by the
Advisory Board. The Minister has added
words which will enable various routes to
be shown, but there is no need to add
those words, because the Minister has ab-
solute power to put on the Table anything
he pleases. I well remember a conference
we bad a few -weeks before we were pot
out of office and the present Government
were put in, at which conference it was
decided that the route should be east of
Lake Kurrenkutten, and I doubt whether
any railway survey of the Wickepin-Mer-
redin route before the present Minister
took office-

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! This debate
is not in order. The matter now under
discussion is concerning the addition of
the words "together with that of the pres-
ent route," The -discussion must be eon-
fined to that.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: I believe the
amendment would meet the case, and I
consider it is a decided improvement on
the one previously moved by the hon. main-
her for York (Mr. Monger). I am not
even going to call for a division on this
question. I do not care what is done, but
I believe the House should decide that we
have the route as at present laid down
shown on that plan.

Mr. R. B. Johnston: Why not accept
the words suggested by the hon. member
for Perth?7

Hon. J. MITCHELL: The hon. mem-
ber for Perth can move a further amend-
ment if he has an improvement on this
one. All I desire is to get a map showing
the present route. I ask the Minister to
allow us to put in this motion an order
that he shall supply a map of the present
route of the Wiekepin-Merredin line.

Mr. BS. STUJBBS (Wagin) : If I am in
order MAr. Speaker, I would like to say
that a greet number of people are uinder
the impression that a mistake has been
made with the present route of this par-
ticular line of railway, and I understood

the Minister a few minutes ago to state
that the line was being constructed now
upon a route that had been surveyed by
the Wilson Government.

The Minister for Works: There was
just a mile or two to connect up.

Mr. S. STUBBS: A few minutes after-
wards he tells the House in answer to an
interjection of the bon. member for Nor-
tham that the surveyed route had not been
completed by the Wilson Government.

The Minister for Works: There was
just a mile or two to connect up.

Mr. S. STUBBS: Surely there must be
something wrong somewhere. A great
number of people are under the impres-
sion that the route adopted by the present
Government is wrong in the best interests
of a large number of the settlers there.
That is an absolute fact, and the bon.
member for Northam was anxious -when
moving this motion to have the route laid
upon the Table of the House, also the Ad-
visory Board's idea of the route the line
was to take. I do not think that any false
impression, as the hon. member for Perth
suggests, would go abroad to the country
if the amendment that has been made to
the original motion of the hon. member
for Northam (Ron. 3. Mitchell) is carried
as suggested by himself.

The ATTORNEY GENERAL (Hon.
T. Walker):- I submit that there is a broad
distinction between the amendment that
was accepted by the Minister for Works
and the amendment as suggested, Sir, by
you. The object of the first part of this
motion, as amended, is to indicate that all
the routes that are to he shown upon the
map are routes in which the Wilson Gov-
ernment were concerned. That is to say,
all the proposed routes and the route that
was ultimately adopted, the present route,
had their origin in the Wilson Govern-
ment. If the amendment as proposed now
is to be cardied, then it would make it ap-
pear that the Wilson Government were
responsible for the surveyed routes, but
the present route was something different,
for which someone else was responsible
in regard to the proposal and the survey.
The Minister for Works has repeatedly
assured the Chamber that he will place a
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map upon the Table showing all the routes,
omitting none.

Mr. Allen: Past and present.
The ATTORNEY GENERAL: Past

and present, and, therefore, there can be
no particular object in insisting upon "the
present" being in at all. If all the routes
proposed and surveyed by the Wilson
Government be plaeed upon the map the
present route must be there, and the other
is useless verbiage. It means nothing ex-
cept a suggestion that the Minister for
Works is simply and only responsible for
the present moute. That is an inference
that I, for one, would guard against, and
I should vote against it being conveyed in
the amendment.

Hon. J. Mitchell: Do you not believe
in the present route?

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: Yes,
but not in the stigma which it is sought to
place inferentially on the Minister for
Works.

Hon. J. Mitchell: It is not.
The ATTORNEY GENERAL: Un-

doubtedly it is the desire to seek to de-
clare an objectionable line to be the con-
ception of the Minister for Works when,
as a matter of fact, the whole thing origi-
nated in the previous Government, by
which Government the line was surveyed
and mapped out. All that the present
Minister for Works did was to carry oat
that one particular route. He accepted
that in preference to four or five others
which were open to him and all of which
were proposed by the Wilson Government.
The Minister for Works simply made a
selection out of five possible lines open
to him.

Mr. S. Stubbs: He evidently selected
the worst route.

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: Never
mind what he did. That worst route had
previously been mapped out and surveyed
by his predecessor.

Mr. S. Stubbs: But it was wrong.
The ATTORNEY GENERAL: That is

a matter not now for argument, and I
should be out of order if I were now to
pursue it. I only want to show the lack
of justice, as well as wisdom, there would
he in having the words "together with"
inserted, making thereforc a distinction

between the Wilson Government surveys
and proposals, and the present route.
There is no distinction. The present
route is part and parcel of the proposals
of the previous Government, and there-
fore no distinction in justice and in com-
mon sense ought to be made. The words
are absolutely unnecessary and they are
more than unnecessary in the sense of
completing the motion, and, as imposing
a duty on the Minister for Works, they
are actually misleading, and reflect upon
the Minister for Works, and, therefore.
upon this Government.

Hon. J. Mitchell: I would be sorry to
reflect on the Government; I do not thiak
there is any reflection at all in the words.

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: Let not
(his inane hypocrisy break forth from
the hon. member. We know that the
bon. member would lose no opportunity
of colouring us with his tar brush if he
could. The fact that there is this distinc-
tion created when it is ueccessary,
when it adds words to the motion which
give no further weaning and no further
light to it, which make no further clear-
ness to the subject-the fact that this
distinction is thene, is liable to mislead,
and it is the strongest possible argument
to me for voting down the amendment.

Mr. MALE (Kimberley) : In spite of
the eloquence of the Attorney General,
I am afraid that that eloquence is-
not sufficient to convince me that
his argument is right. He has cer-
tainly emphasised to me the necessity
for inserting these words. He says
that the insertion of these words offers a
suggestion. Then, I say, having pointed
that out, the omission of these words
also offers a suggestion; it offcrs a sug-
gestion to the effect that we are only going-
to produce the surveyed routes and the
proposed routes of the Wilson Govern--
ment, but those routes apparently were
not availed of, and we will say nothing
about the present route.

1Mr. Dwyer: It Will include the present
route.

Mr. MALE: If it includes that route
the suggestion is left that the surveyed
and the proposed routes of the Wilson
Government were not the right routes,
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hut that the present Government had dis-
covered the right route. Let us make the
motion quite clear. I have no objection
to the words being altered so that there
may -be no suggestion left. We can alter
the amendment to the effect that the pre-
sent route is one of those surveyed routes,
but we should not let it go forth that we
are only going to produce the surveyed
routes and the proposed routes of the
Wilson Government-

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Min-
ister) : There are no others.

Mr. MALE: And it aoes not include
the present route, which was one of the
original routes surveyed. I think the sug-
gestion which is left is as bad as the sug-
gestion pointed out by the Attorney Gen-
eral, and for that reason I shall certainly
vote for the amendment.

Amendment (that the words "together
with that of the present route" be iuserted
at the end of paragraph 1) put, and a
division taken with the following re-
suit:-

Ayes
goes

Mr. Allen
1Mr. GeorgeC
Mr. Harper
Mr. Letroy
Mr. Ma!.
Mr. Mitchell

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
M r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Angwin
Balton
Carpenter
Collier
Dwyer
Foley
Gardiner
Green
Johnson
Jobnatoo
Laider
lewig
McDonald

24

Majority against .. 13

AM.
M r.Mr

Mr.
Mr.

Monger
A. E. Plesse
A. N. Please
S. Stubbs
IAyman

(Teller).

NOES.

Mr. McDowell
Mr. Mnhlany
Mr. Munsie
Mr. Price
Mr. Scaddas
Mr. raylor
Mr. Turvey
Mr. Underwood
Mr. Walker
Mr. A. A. Wilson
Mr. Helienan

(teller).

Amendment thus negatived.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS (Hon.

W. D. Johnson) moved a further amend-
met-

That the word "Includin g" be in-
serted at the beginning of paragraph Z.

Ron. J. Mitchell: May I ask what the
idea isI

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I
propose, then, to strike out the words "tof
same," and the paragraph will read, "In-
cluding the route as recommended by the
Advisory Board.3

Amendment passed.
On motion by the MINISTER FOR

WORKS, the words "of same" were
struck out.

Mr. GEORGE (Murray-Wellington):
mioved a further amendment-

That the following words be added
at the end of paragraph .2, "and also
the one adopted by the present Govern-
ment."

Then we can have no mistake about it.
I do not think it needs any words of
mine to commend this amendment to the
House. The desire is that we should have
everything that is to be found.

Mr. SPEAKER: I cannot accept the
amendment because it is similar to the
one already negatived in regard to the
preceding paragraph.

Mr. George: I am sorry.
Mr. ES. B. JOHNSTON (Williams-Nar-

rogin): I would like to say a few words
before the action is put. If hon. mem-
bers opposite had looked through the re-
port of the select committee which was
adopted by this House last session, they
would have had a clearer idea of the is-
sues. I am sorry they have not done so.
If they had, they would not have uttered
words calculated to mislead the public.

Mr. George: Is it not possible to have
two opinions about that reporti

Mr. ES. B. JOHfN.STON: Of course, but
it is not possible to utter expressions of
opinion if you have read that report and
the sworn evidence taken by that comn-
mittee.

Mr. George: In spite of that, different
opinions have been offered.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: By gentlemen
who, I am afraid, have not read the evi-
dence and who are not prepared to accept
the sworn evidence.

Mr. George: The stuffing has been
knocked out of that by the fact that dif-
ferent opinions have been offered this
evening.
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Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: Yes, by gentle-
men who, I am afraid, have not read the
evidence, or who are not prepared to ac-
cept the sworn evidence of the witnesses.
At any rate, if the member for Mlurray-
Wellington will be a little less disorderly
I -will give my views, on the question. I
would like to emphasise the fact that the
whole of the trouble with which the Gov-
ernment have been faced in this matter
is that when they came into office they
found that, while one railway from Wieke-
pin to Merredin had been authorised, the
previous Administration had surveyed or
partly surveyed five different routes for
this railway at the point in dispute near
Kumiinn It is evident to everyone in
Western Australia that whichever of those
routes the Government had selected a
large number of settlers in the district
would have been intensely disappointed;
and whichever route was accepted mem-
bers opposite would have declared that it
was the wrong route, and would have sym-
pathised with the people on the other four
routes. People who were deceived by the
late Administration, because the late Ad-
ministration should never have made that
large number of surveys. Although the
members opposite now pose as great sup-
porters of the Advisory Board's route,
when they were in office and in power;-
they were nothing of the kind, because if
they had intended, to take the Advisory
Board's route at that time they would
never have surveyed all these lines, one
of them nearly 10 miles away from the
Advisory Board's route- The whole res-
ponsibility for whatever disappointment
the settlers have been subjected to lies with
the late Administration. I think every
settler realises the difficulty the Minister
for Works has had to face, and realises
also the fact that the select committee
appointed by the House to inquire into
the matter arced that the present Gov-
ernment did the right and proper thing.

Mr. George: You, above all others,
ought to know that it is necessary to make
several shots before deciding on a rail-
way.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: There were no
engineering difficulties whatever in the
Advisory Board's route. We bad that
evidence before us also. Instructions -were

given by Mr. Daglish, the then Minister
for Works, to proceed on the direct route.
Those were his first instructions to the
departmental officials, and that is the
route which the line has been built upon by
the present Government. The late Govern-
ment wasted money in unnecessary sur-
uleys, and as the election was coming on
they were afraid to take the responsi-
bility of deciding which of these routes the
railway should be built upon. If they
had come to a decision before the elec-
tions: I think that whichever route they
had adopted we would have had one or
two members sitting oan this side of the
House from the districts concerned. Be-
cause it is clear that there were five routes,
only one of which could be accepted, and
the electors living near the other four
routes would all have been intensely dis-
appointed with the Government. The
Tate Government, by their inertness and
inaction it) this matter, threw the res-
ponsibility on the present Government,
and now they are trying to get credit
with the disappointed settlers along the
other routes. I am sorry that the scope
of this motion cannot be extended. We
are to have this mrap laid on the Table,
and I amn sorry we cannot post a copy of
it to every elector in Western 'Australia.
If we could send copies of this map to all
the electors, we would put into their hands
stan ding and lasting evidence of the vac-
cilation said wasteful methods of the late
occupants of the Treasury bench. I say
that map is enduring evidence of the ax-
lent to which the Wilson Government
were prepared to submit to political and
other outside influtences in regard to fixing
the routes of railways, in Western Auis-
traias, which to-day, I am glad to sdV,
are heing built on lines dictated only by
public policy.

Mr. George: And the Trades Hall.
Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: If there was

a wrong thing ever done in Western Aus-
tralia it was when the Lands Department,
tinder the control of the late Minister for
Lands, iissued maps of that particular
district, showing railway routes east of
Emu Hill on the Advisory Board's report,
and also the direct route. Three differet
routes were shown repeatedly on the maps
issued by the Lands Department. A large
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number of subdivisions were being thrown
op'en by the Government, and on plans
of those subdivisions the route for this
railway nearest to, the land offered was
marked, although the Government realised
at the, time that only one railway could
be built. The settlers were grievously dis-
appointed, and the select committee which
had to inquire into this matter, in pursu-
4nce of its duty sharply drew attention to
this in its report, and recommended that
in future very much greater care should
be shown hy the Lands Department in
issuing -its maps.

Mr. George: They never shifted the
position of the ocean.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: But they
shifted the position of this railway. At
present we are discussing the question of
the rail way, and I am going to have my
say despite the bon. member.

Mr. George: But you should not speak
about maps.

Mr. B. B. JOHNSTON: I will speak
about maps, and against the hon. gentle-
man I will speak on any subject pertain-
ing to politics anywhere and at any time
he likes; and if the hon. gentleman should
pick the historic town of Piujarra for
the debate I will be there on the appointed
date.

Mr. George: I never shifted the ocean.
The Premier: But you have shifted a

foundry or two.
Mr. George: And I will shift you yet.
The Premier: No chance; you were

shifted from the Railways once.
Mir. E. B. JOHNSTON: -1 was con-

nected with the Lands Department for
some time, and during that period a pro-
posed line of railway fromn Wickepin
to Merredin was shown on. the plans of
the department. That was before the Ad-
visory Board had made a report on this
project at all. The line shown at that
time on the Government plans on which
hundreds of people took up land and made
selections, was the direct route. That
proposed route was removed from the
public plans in 1909, and I am glad to
say the Government built the line on the
direct route, and so kept faith with all
those people who settled in that district
on the strength of public in-formation
shown on the official. maps up till 1909.

Theie is, however, one feature which per-
haps to-night's debate bas emphasised,
namely, the fact that it is necessary to
give the settlers of that district islief by
extending the Yihliminning-Kondinin rail-
way northward into that district: That
is a matter upon which-

Mir. SPEAKER: Order! The hon. mem-
ber is not debating the question.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTO N: I would like
to point out that the report of the select
committee on the Wickepin-Merredi 'n'rail-
way made it clear th 'at additional facili-.
ties were required for the people of the
district, particularly those who had ex-
pected to get the Wiekepin-Merredin
railway. These people are situated in
the Emu flHill-Arrowsmith district, and
north of Kondinin. They expected to be
within reasonable distance of the Wicke-
pin-Merredin railway, but owing to the
direct and right and proper route hav-
ing been adopted by the Government they
are now some distance from railway com-
munication. The Government have an-
other proposal to serve these people, and
I hope consequently-

Mr. SPEARER: Order! The hon.
member must not pursue that course of
conduct.

Mr. E. B., JOHNSTON: No, Sir. At
any rate, $ir, the hardships the people in
that district have suffered-I am obeying
your wishes, Mr. Speaker-the people in
that district have been referred to in an-
other direction. to-night, namely, in re-
gard to the price of their land.

Mr. SPEAIKER: Order? If the hon.
member pursues that course of discus-
sion I shall compel him to take his seat.

Mr. E, B. JOHNSTON: I am most
anxious to obey you, Sir.

MAr. SPEARER: The hon. member's
anxiety almost disarms. me.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: If I might be
entitled to refer to the price of land on
the same lines as hon. members opposite
did earlier in this debate?

MUr. SPEARER: If the hop. member's
remarks are to have any application what-
ever to the motion. under. discussion he
muay proeea to make them..

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: I will be as
plain as I can. .The Wiekepin:-Merredin
line has been rightly shifted to a direct
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route. Hon. members on the Opposition
side have referred to the fact that, con-
sequently, those people who settled on
the Advisory Board's route were charged
a much higher price for their land than
would have been the ease had the Ad-
visory Hoard's route not been before the
Lands Department at the time the land
was taken up.

Mr. S. Stubbs: Who said that?

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: The member
for Northam (Hon. J. Mitchell); and
he was quite right in saying it, too. I
wish to endorse that hon. gentle-
mAn's remarks in this respect. since
the route of the line has been altered I
hope the Government will be sympathetic
and will have a reclassification of the
district made, and will reduce the price of
the land to those settlers who were charged
an undue amount on the anticipation of
railways which never would, and never
could, have been built to the immediate
vicinity of their holdings. That is the
point I wished to make when the lion.
member interrupted me, and I think if is
very pertinent to this motion. These peo-
pie have suffered great hardships. They
find themselves deprived of a railway,
and I say it is the duty of the Government
to see that any increased price that was
put on the land on account of the very
many routes along which the previous
Government thought of building the line
ought to be remitted, especially in the case
of those settlers who find themselves 10
miles away from a railway. In conclusion.
T wish only to say that this railway is
a trunk line, and a heavy one, and it is
going to be the main highway between
the Eastern goldfields and the whole of
the southern districts, the southern ports,
and the watering places of the State, and
I am satisfied that the present Government
did the right thing when they refused to
add 10 or 12 miles to the journey of the
goldfields people to the southern portions
of the State, and to the distance that the
produce of the whole of the southern pro-
ducers has to travel to reach the great
goldfields market. The present Govern-
ment have done many good things for the
people, hut I say there is none that will
stand out better than their refusal to add

12 miles to the length of this trunk line
and saddle our southern producers with
that unnecessary freight for all time.

Resolved: That motions be continued.

Mr. MVONGER (York) : The hon. mem-
ber for Williams-Narrogin made consider-
able reference in the early portion of his
remarks to what the select committee ap-
pointed by this House did in regard to the
matter under discussion. I would like the
bon. member and other members on the
Ministerial side to remember that in Dec-
ember, 1911, 1 moved for the appointment
of a select committee to inquire into the
proposed alteration of the route of this
particular line. My proposal on that oc-
casion was not agreed to. Some six or
eight months afterwards another place
resolved that a select committee of that
Chamber should be appointed to inquire
into the deviation of the route of this
railway, and shortly afterwards a member
on the Ministerial side in this House moved
that another select committee be appointed
to consider the same question. I1 will give
members on the Ministerial side credit for
this, that whilst a few months before they
refused to give me the select committee I
asked for, yet when it was moved for by
one of the nominees of the Minister for
Works, the motion was carried without the
slightest hesitation. Later on the two conm-
mittees sat together, and listened to a great
deal of evidence, and I want the member
for Williams-Narrogin, who has spoken
so much about the report which was ac-
cepted by this Chamber, to understand that
had there been a vote of the joint select
committee of the two Houses there would
have been a six to four majority against
the report submitted by the member for
Subiaco. After the laudatory way in
which the member for Williarns-Narrogin
referred to that report, I want to tell
him and the people of the country that
there was never a more unnecessary, a more
adverse, and more unfair report brought
in by any select committee that that adop-
ted in this Chamber on the motion of the
member for Subiaco. No one knows bet-.
ter than Ihe member for Pilbara and the
member for Williams-Narrogin, who sat
on that select committee, but who never
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listened to one word of evidence, and who
never read the report which was carried
overwhelmingly in another place, and who
yet had the audacity to refer to it this
evenin-

Mr. E. B. Johnston: On a point of or-
der, I object strongly to the statement
that, as a member of that select committee,
I failed in my duty by Dot reading or
hearing the evidence. I read every word
of the evidence, and heard most of it.

Mr. SPEAKER:- There is no point of
order involved. The hon. member is not
in order in interrupting another hon. ment-
her in the course of his speech. If the
him, member deems that there is a reflec-
tion on him, thea he may rise to a point
of order.

Mr. MONGER: I want the people to
understand that the two select committees
tendered reports to their respective Chain-
hers, and I want the people to ask themu-
selves whether they will take the report
recommended by the member for Wil-
liams-Narrogin and the member for Pul-
barn, and brought in by the member for
Subiaco as chairman of the select com-
mittee from this House, in preference to
that carried by a four to one majority.
practically on the yoiaes, of the members
of the select committee from another place.
I ask them whether they would prefer in
accept the interpretation placed on the
evidence by the nominee of the Mfinister
for Works, or the interpretation by the
independent gentlemen from another
place.

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! The hon.
member is not in order in reflecting on
another member of this House. He is not
justified in calling any member the nrom-
inee of any other person. Every lion.
member is independent, and must be re-
cognised as such.

Mr. MONGER: I have said all I intend
to say about the appointment of that select
committee, and the verdict they arrived
at. I understand now that this line of
railway is practically completed, and
I do want it to to go out to the
people that I consider it was absolutely
unfair to deviate from the recommenda-
tions of the Advisory Board. I want mem-

hers on the Ministerial Bide to bear in
mind, that in the many remarks I have
made on this railway I have always ad-
vocated that the recommendation of the
Advisory Hoard should be given effect
to whenever any agricultural line of rail-
way has been submitted for the considera-
tion of this Houpe. That was all I asked.
I did go one point further when I un-
derstood that the Minister in charge of
this work bad some idea of making a
change from the Advisory Board's recoi-
mend ation; I did suggest that he should
again refer it to an independent tribunal,
but that he absolutely refused to do. I
want hon. members on the Ministerial side,
and the people of the State, to know that
in making that alteration from the Ad-
visory Board's recommendation, a person
interested in the route appointed himself
the sole arbiter i" connection with the de-
viation, which has affected many hundreds
of settlers to a very considerable extent.

The Premier: Name?

Mr. M1ONGER: I say that the Minister
for Works was interested, and being in-
terested, he should have been the last per-
son to have appointed himself sole arbiter
in connection with this matter.

The Premier:- You are stating some-
thing which you know is incorrect.

Mr. MfONGER: I know it to be correct,
and it is not the first time I have said it.

The Premier: 'Your best friend w& in-
lerested.

Mr. Lander: That is 'what hurts; it did
not suit your friend Copley..

Mr. MONGER: I had no interest in the
matter, but I am perfectly right in saying
that any individual who was personally
interested--

The Premier: He was not interested in
the slightest degree.

Mr. M1ONGER: I do not want to go
through his land transactions or those of
another hon. member who sits on the Gov-
ernment side, but I do say without the
slightest hesitation that any person who
was interested, as the Minister for Works
was, should have been the last to have ap-
pointed himself to the position of decid-
ing the route of that particular line.

The Premier: Cabinet decided it.
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. Mr. MONGER: After a previous Cab-
inet had decided on an absolutely differ-
ent route.

The Premier: They had done nothing
of the kind.

Mr. MONGER: I am only going on the
evidence before the select committee and
the evidence contained in the files on the
Table.

The Premier: They decided on five dif-
ferent routes, but on none definitely.

Mr. MONGER: Thene was a definite
instruction given by the Cabinet of a pre-
vious Administration. Whilst on this
point I desire to congratulate the Premier
and his colleagues on having taken every
possible opportunity to alter the instruc-
tions or promises of their predecessors.

Mr. Lander: Would it not have been
a good thing to have altered their decision
in connection with the Fremnantle dock
where Z200,000 was lost?

Mr. MONGER: I am not going to deal
with the Fremnantle dock this evening. I
rose only for the purpose of pleading, if
I may be permitted to say so, on behalf
of a body of the finest settlers on the lands
of Western Australia.

The Premier: You are smoodging now.
Mr. MONGER: I am asking that fair

play should be meted out for having
taken away from these people a railwa3
after they had taken uji their selections
on the understanding that they would be
in close proximity to the line, whereas
now they find themselves placed at the
extreme limit of 12V2 miles from a. rail-
way. No matter whether the snoodgiag
promise of the Minister for Works to
construct another line is carried out,
these people are at the extreme limit,
and I ask the Government to say, "We
have failed to carry out the promise of
a previous Administration. We realise
that the price is in excess of the value
of your land, owing to its distance from
the nearest railway communication not
being what you anticipated it would be
when you took up your land; conse-
quently we intend to reduce the price
of the land." I ask that in fairness to
themselves and in fairness to the people
who have settled in this particular lee-
ality, reasonable consideration should be

given to the requests for a reduction in
the price charged for the lad. I have
one more request to make and it is that
the best facilities in the shape of road
communication be given to the settlers
who have from twelve to thirteen miles
to cart their produce. I ask fdr the fair
and reasonable attention of the Minister
for Works, who has an interest in the
welfare of the district, and who, I am
going to say-according to the plans I
have seen-has not failed to see that the
selection he is in terested in and the selec-
tion in which a brother member of Par-
lianment is interested have been given
very reasonable road facilities, and I
hope that in his Ministerial capacity he
will give these settlers 'who are not so
favourably situated his most reasonable
attention.

The Premier: You ought to get a lot
of consideration.

Mr. HARPER (Pingelly) : I have only
a few words more to say on this matter.
We have beard a great deal of discussion
about the various routes surveyed and
the route recomemanded by the Advisory
Board, and we have heard that none had
been adopted at the time the present
Government took office. In that case the
responsibility eertainlt devolved upon
the Minister for Works to select the
route which would suit the greatest num-
ber of settlers. The plan before me
clearly demonstrates that there is a large
number of settlers on the east side of
Lake Rurrenkutten and along the route
recommended by the Advisory Board. It
is clear that there are 80 per cent. or

-four times the numbelr of selectors along
the Advisory Board's route, the most
easterly route, as there are on the west-
erly route. The hon. member for Wil-
liams-Narrogin seemed to be a great ad-
vocate of the direct route from Collie to
the goldfields and seemed to think that
traffic should be diverted from its natural
route going from Bunbury and the south-
ern districts to the fields instead of from
Fremantle or Perth.

The Premier: You are getting a bit
muddled.

Mfr. HARPER: No, I am not. The
most direct route for settlers in this part
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of the State is the railway to Fremantle.
Another big error has been committed
by making the Wickepin railway a trunk
line. It will only be a feeder to the
spur lines of the Great Southern railway,
namely, the Yillimining-Kondinin, Brook-
ton-Kunjin, and the Korrijin lines, A
trunk line will cost doublp the amount
per mile that these spur lines cost to
constrtxct. That is another blunder -which
has been made. I do not think that any-
one looking at the plan would have taken
any other route than the eastern route
via Kurrenfrutten. I regret that this
error of judgment has been made. That
ik; my opinion of it, and the plan before
me backs up my statement. There is no
doubt that those -who settled on this land
on the strength of the railway being con-
structed on the eastern side of Lake
Kurrenkittten should be exempted from
rent until they get railway facilities. A
great injustice has been done to those
people -who took up the land. I know
many who have been ruined as a result,
Men who were working in Perth started
out for thle Tiurrenkutten district with
considerable sums of hard-earned money
saved by their energy and thrift and
they have spent their money and are still
without a railway. That money was
fraudulently received from those people
and they should be exempted from rent
and other conditions until railway facili-
ties are granted them.

Hon. W_. C. Angwin (Honorary Min-
ister) : Deceived by the late Government.

Mr. HARPER: But the present Gov-
ernment deprived them of the railway;,
that is where the injustice comes in.
Everything would have been all right if
the line had been built according to the
Advisory Board's recommendation- I
hope the people of this State will become
acquainted with the facts and will realise
what an injustice has been (lone to these
settlers.

Ron. J. MITCHELL (Northam):
When I brought forward this motion, T
did it with the best possible intention. I
desired to rectify a wrong done to some
settlers who were allowed to take up landl
during my term as M3inister for Lands.
There was a recommendation by the Advis-
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ory Board and there is the route laid down
by the present Government. I wish to
have a plan in order that I may do my
duty by the people who were sent out
into this country -when I was Minister
for Lands. A great deal of unnecessary
heat has been imported into this debate.
Why should that be so? The Government
have even taken the opportunity of amend-
ing my motion in order-to use the words
of the Attorney General-to whitewash
themselves. I had no intention at all of
doing other than benefiting these settlers.
I did not want to blacken the Ministry;
I had no intention of whitewashing them,
although they are very much in need of
it; I merely wished to have the map in
order that I may deal in a reasonable fash-
ion with the matter of these people settled
on this land. If the Advisory Board's re-
port had been adopted: and the Advisory
Board's report would have been adopted
if the previous Government had remained
in office-

Hon. 17. C. Angwin (Honorary Minis-
ter) : You know jolly well it would not
have been.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: A few weeks be-
fore the Wilson Government lef t office, the
Premier, Mlinister for Works, and myselfi
as Mlinister for Lands, met and decided
that the Advisory Board's route should be
the route as nearly as possible, notwith-
standing any surveys made before.

Mr. Taylor: I do not know where "pos-
sible" came into the transaction.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: It is a well
known fact, and if authorities are con-
sulted they will bear me out, that money
spent on surveying lines and trial surveys
is money well spent. Take the Eastern
railway line, many deviations have beein
made, because the surveys originally were
not sufficiently accurate to get the best
rout es.

The Premier: The surveys should be
made before a railway is autborised.

][on. J. MITCHELL:. The line fromt
ChidI ow's Well to Wooroloo is laid
down in an almost direct course and hon.
members know that several routes were
tried before the line -was finally deter-
mined upon. I know nothing of what
has been done by the Works Department
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beyond the fact that certain lines have
been surveyed. I do not know whether
they were in search of a better grade.
In this House there was considerable dis-
cussion and the bon. member for Collie
-more power to him, he did his duty-
desired that the line should be as direct
as possible in order that coal might be
sent to the fields as cheaply as possible.
It was not a matter of saving twelve miles,
the freight over which would have been
very little indeed. That hon. member, in
this House, properly and rightly stated
that this aspect of the matter should re-
ceive consideration. The decision of the
present Government to build the line to the
west of Lake Kurrenkutten instead of to
the east, as was intended by the Advisory
Board's report, is absolutely wrong. To-
night we are being asked under the amend-
ment moved to the motion to say that
the Ministry were right. If they were
right, they have nothing to fear. If they
were wrong, their attitude to-night is just
the attitude which they should have
adopted. The Government now ask their
followers, numbering 34 in all, to say
they were right. Whenever a motion is
brought forward the Ministry, apparently,
take it as a vote of censure and conse-
quently amend it. The other day the Pre-
mier moved an amendment to a motion
in order to get a vote of confidence passed
in the Government. The Premier knowvs
that a majority in this House have confi-
dence in him. He has 34 men and true
to stand by him and there are 16 who
stand for the country.

Mr. Taylor: The country has a poor
chance.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: My motion was
really moved with the intention of doing
bare justice from my point of view to
the men who are settled east of Lake Kur-
renkutten. This evening we had the At-
torney General on his feet for the first
tim& this session, objecting to my motion.
I do not say one word in regard to the
wild personal attack he made on me. I
wvish merely to do my duty to this counI-
try. So long as I occupy a seat in this
House I shall attempt to do my duty no
matter *at the consequences might be,

I have no fear of the consequences, and
my duty is perfectly clear. I had no '-
tenior motive at all, and if any suggestion
of such a thing has been brought into this
debate it has been brought- in by hon.
members sitting opposite. Every muem-
ber of this House is responsible to the
people of this country, and particularly
responsible to the people settled on the
land in response to the very cordial in-
vitation issued to them by the past Ad-
ministration. The Parliament of this
country is responsible for the action of
the past Parliament, and the Government
of this country is bound to give assis-
tance. Let us frankly discuss things in a
plain business fashion, so that what is best
to he done in the interests of this State
can be done. I have already shown that
we intended to go east of Lake Kurren-
kutten, and there is no need to debate that
further. I ask how the Minister proposes
to get over the difficulty that has beet)
caused through the deviation of this route.
The Lines that must run from the Great
Southern railway to the Wickepin-Mer-
redin line could have been extended, and
all the people brought within reasonable
distance of railway communication. The
Wickepin-Merredin line should have been
the furthest east line to be built, brut now
we are faced with the question of con-
structing another line. I have been ac-
cused to-night of having deliberately de-
ceived intending settlers. It has been
said that I marked the various maps show-
ing a railway line on three different oc-
casions, just to suit the locality I desired
to sell. I want to disclaim all responsi-
bility in that connection; I never did
anything of the sort, and I was
never capable of putting on the
map a railway line suggested by the Ad-
visory Board. The Advisory Hoard made
the suggestion and the line went on to the
map in the Lands flepartment; as the
Premier wveil knows it was put on by the
officers there. Surely it is not suggested
that the Surveyor General deliberately
marked three different maps, and three
different subdivisions to deliberately de-
ceive the people.

Mr. E. B. Johnston: The maps were
produced to the select committee.
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flon. J-. MITCH1ELL: The bon. mem-
her was for a long time an officer of the
Lands Department, and he knows that
the Minister does not mark the maps. It
it is not necessary for me to say that if
the people have been deceived, there is a
duty on the present Government to rectify
the wrong. I am absolutely unconscious
of having done any wrong to these people,
bitt if any wrong has been done 'why do
not the present Government right the
wrong? Why do they not help me to
righit the wrong?

The Premier: We cannot do anything
i n a day.

ilon. J. 'MITOFIELL: The Premier
says the Government cannot do anything
in a day, but they have another year in
which they can do somethingo. I have
called attention to the fact that three
lines of railway were shown in connec-
tion with the proposal. I do not doubt
the ability of the hon. member for
Williamns-Narrogin (Mlr. E. B. Johnston)
to read into maps just what he wants
to read into them.

Mr. George: He was able to shift the
ocean.

Non. J, MITCHELL: That may or
mar not be. So far as I ami concerned
I have no desire to deceive anyone. I
wanted those maps to be perfecty accu-
rate and I believe they were accurate.
If those maps were not accurate the Pre-
mier knows what to do. My anxiety is
to have this map laid on the Table of
the House in order that there may be a
further motion in the interests of the
people who have beenL charged more for
their land than they would have been
charged if I had known whore this rail-
way -was going. Not only is the Premier
willing to pitt the map on the Table, bat
be has apparently prepared one to meet
the amtendments inserted in my motion.

The Premier: The map was here last
year and I have not touched it since.

Hon. J. MITCHTELL: The Premier has
made the motion fit the map. I do say
it is a strange thing that this motion
should have been altered in such a way
as to fit the map already in this Chamber.

The Premier: It is the map produced
last year when the railway was under

f 24]

discussion. It is the same map, we have
not touched it.

Ron. J. MITCHELL : The Premier
say' s the map was not made to fit the
resolution; therefore, I take it, that the
resolution has been made to fit the map,
which is equally objectionable. I hope
that motions which we bring forward in
the interests of the people or the State
will be treated fairly end will receive
the consideration we are entitled to ex-
pect. Mly career in this State as a Min-
ister Of thle Crown is perfectly well
known. It has been said that I promised
railways. I certainly promised to recom-
mend railways, and I said unhesitatingly
that certain railways should be built to
serve the interests of all the people of
this country, and I say it to-day. I
regret that railways are not being built
more rapidly, and I regret also that re-
commendations of the Advisory Board
are not being adhered to, that hoard
being a board of experts. 'The Minister
considered he knew better than the Ad-
visory Board in deviating this particular
line.

The Premier: You thought you knew
more.

Ron. J. MITCHELL: There was no
intention on the part of the past Gov-
ernmnent to build a line west of Lake
Kurrenkutten.

The Premier: Why did you survey it?

Hon. 41. MITCHELL: Lines have been
deviated by the *Works Department and
have been taken far out of the course
origrinally intended, in more than one
instance. I want to assure the House
that I have brought this motion forward
with the idea of doing what I believe
to be bare justice to the people who have
been deprived of a railway line, which
this Parliament ordered should be built.
It is perfectly true that a 10-mile devia-
tion was provided, but only in order
that the best possible route might be
selected. This authorised deviation has
been used to carry the line much further
to the west than ever was intended.

Ron. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Mi-
ister) : It has not gone outside the
deviation.

673
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lion. J. MITCHE LL: The Government
are responsible for 'what they have done
in that connection. Mly responsibility
is totally different from theirs. I want
this mnap in order that I may do what I
believe to be right by the people I had
a band in settling on the land. I hope
that the Minister for Works will not
only lay the map on the Table of the
House, but when a further motion in
connection with this matter comes up
for consideration, that it will be treated
fairly and dispassionately, as motions of
this sort should be treated.

Question, as amended, put and passed.

PAPERS: LOCK HOSPITAL, DORRE
ISLAND.

Charges against Officials.

Mr. 11cDONALD (Gascoyne) moved-
That all papers in connection with

the inquiry made into the charges
against the medical superintendent and
the nurse-in-charge at the Look Hos-
pita3 ljorrd Island, be laid upon the
T'able of the Rouse.

He said: These charges against the doctor
and the nurse-in-charge at the Lock hos-
pital on Dorr6 Island were made, first of
all, about a year ago0. They emanated in
the first instance from A couple Of dis-
missed servants. It would be seen later
on from evidence he would produce that
bad feeling existed between these people
and their fellow servants in the one in-
stance, between them and members of the
staff in another, mid finally between them
and the medical superintendent. The
time when the acts of alleged misconduct
were said to have occurred was the early
part of April last year. The Mfinister for
Works, accompanied by a parliamentary
party. paid a visit to those islands either
at the end of April or the beginning of
Mfay, 1912, and it was strange that those
people did not take the opportunity of
the presence of a Minister of the Crown
on the spot to prefer their charges, al-
though they took advantage of the pre-
sence of members of Parliament on the
island to complain of treatment meted out
to them there and in this country gener-

ally. They were new arrivals in Austra-
lia and were dissatisfied. At the same
time, they made no attempt to show that
there had been any misconduct on the
part of the doctor or the nurse in charge
of the hospital. Their charges, however,
were listened to in the Aborigines De-
partment after the arrival of these people
in Perth, and the first intimation the
medical superintendent got of the matter
was when he was recommended by his
official superior to send in his resignation.
The Doctor naturally asked why, and was
told, "You are in a fearful hole, but you
are a young man yet and if you resign
you might go to the Eastern States and
do well." The doctor was in a quandaryV
as he did not know what was the matter.
That was the first he had heard of these
charges, which had been made some time
previously, and he at once demanded an
inquiry, . That inquiry was held, but not-
withstanding the fact that Lthe accused
people asked that the Press and the public
should he admitted to it, their request was
refused and the inquiry was held with
closed doors. Taken all in all it seemed
plain to these people that someone was in-
terested in having the one, or possibly
both of them, removed from the islands,
and they wanted to know why. On that
account therefore they asked that every
publicity should be given to the evidence
taken at the inquiry. He (MTr. Me-
Donald) had here the matter put very
clearly in a letter addressed to the Cul-
onial Secretary by the legal representa-
tives of these people, Messrs. Ewing and
Holden, and with the indulgence of Mr.
Speaker, and that of hon. members, he
would read it-

The Hon, the Colonial Secretary.
Perth. Dear Sir, Re Dr. Pritchard and
Nurse Bateson. We have now seen our
client, Dr. Pritchard, as to the result
of the inquiry. We may point out that
this is the first opportunity we have
had to confer with our client since the
inquiry concluded its sittings some two
months ago. For the greater part of
that period our clients were kept in
ignorance of the result of the
Royal Commission owing to the
s.s. "rVenus" not running to the
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isand. It seems to us that it was
only a fair thing that a special effort
should have been made to bring to the
knowledge of the accused, at the earliest
posible, moment, that the charges had
been dismissed, especially in view of
the nature of the charges, and a there
have been several small craft here dur-
ing that time which could have been
sent over to the island. Even up to the
present moment no other comimunica-
tion has reached either our clients or
ourselves than the somewhat laconic
message running, "Re Dr. Pritchard
and inquiry. Charges have been dis-
missed. Under Secretary." And a
letter confirming same, although we
have asked to be furnished with par-
ticulars of the actual findings of the
commissidn, which our clients are abso-
lutely entitled to know. We are simply
at a loss to understand the treatment
which has been meted out to our clients,
not only for a considerable time before
the inquiry, but during the time the
inquiry was in progress and since it
was concluded. It seems to uts that
there are some influences at work to
prevent our clients obtaining ani ample
measure of justice in this matter; in-
fluences which apparently are powerful
and difficult to cope with, hut which we
are quite confident will eventually be
defeated. The way in which the charges
came to be made, the tenacity with
which they were persisted in, long after
it had become abundantly clear that
'they were not only false but ridiculous,
in our opinion lends colour to the be-
lief which Dr. Pritchard and Nurse
Bateson entertain, that the whole thing
has been wickedly engineered and con-
trived by some person or persons with
the object of bringing about the down-
fall of one or both of them. Referring
to a minute from yourself to your uinder
secretary dated 19th August, 1912, we
would like to call your attention for a
moment to the following remarks made
by you therein-"Bitt the very gravity
of the accusation, the fact that a doc-
tor's reputation and a woman's honour
are at stake, makes it incumbent on us
that, while sparing no effort to ascer-

tamn the truth, we shall be careful not
to pursue, without an ample measure of
justification, any course which would
even with ultimate exoneration, leave a
lasting stain on their characters." We
may say that we thoroughly and
heartily agree with that expression of
opinion, and are of opinion that, had
the same been carried out and acted
upon to the strict letter, the unfortunate
events which have since transpired
would never have happened, and the
grievous and irreparable injury which
has 'been done to our clients would not
have been inflicted upon them. We
would ask where is "the ample measure
of justification" which you spoke of in
that minute? Can any justification be
found in the evidence which was given
at the inquiry from beginning to end?
We are confident that no reasonable
person could for one moment contend
so. We should like to call your atten-
tion also to the following further re-
marks madc by you in the same minute
--"The course that commends itself to
my wind is that the Chief Protector of
Aborigines should without any unneces-
sary delay visit the island, take the
statements of the accused persons as
well as those of any of the residents
who can throw light on the subject,
and if he finds sufficient evidence to jus-
tify the step, bearing in mind all the
while the allegations of the Quinces,
suspend the doctor and the nurse, with
the understanding that the question of
their innocence or guilt will be sub-
mitted to a board of inquiry." Again
we beg to agree with the course that
commended itself to your mind. We
would however point out that your re-
commendation was not acted upon, be-
cause although an inquiry was subse-
quently held on the recommendation of
Mr. Gale, yet he failed to suspend
either thc doctor or the nurse, which he
ought t0 have done according to your
instructions if he found sufficient evi-
dence to justify his recommendation for
an inquiry. We would invite you to
turn up exhibits 48 and 49 which were

put in as evidence at the hearing of the
commission, and also those portions of
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the evidence of Dr. Pritchard and
Nurse Bateson which relate their replies
to Mr. Gale when he made the charges
against them. The net result of Mr.
Gale's visit to the island to prosecute this
inquiry was, that the evidence he oh-
tained wvas of an absolutely negative
nature, and such as could not have jus-
tified him in recommending an inquiry,
as he did in his report to the tinder sec-
retary of 24th September, 1912. As a
result of Mr. Gale's visit to the island
and in view of the fact that the object
of his visit had become public property,
there -was only one course left to our
clients, and that was to demand the
fullest possible inquiry, with a view to
refitting the charges and vindicating
their honour. With that object we ac-
cordingly wrote to you on 20th Septem-
ber, 1912. formally requesting an in-
quiry. That letter in the ordinary
course of events would reach you about
23rd September. On September 24th
Air. Gale in his said report thought fit
to recommend an inquiry, in spite of
the fact that the result of his visit to
the island was that the evidence he had
collected was of an absolutely negative
character. A portion of Mr. Gale's re-
port in which he recommends the in-
quiry, is absolutely inaccurate. That
portion is as follows :-"There is no
evidence in this office to show that there
was any friction between the Quinces
and the doctor prior to the last date.
The statements made by Mr. Angelo
and Captain Melsom of the "Venus"
show that the doctor made no com-
plaints about them, and that friction
was only apparent after Miss Jones
was suspended by the doctor and sub-
sequently dismissed. During Dr. Prit-
chard's visit to Perth I had tales of the
Quinces' incompetency poured into my
ears, but at the time it appeared strange
to me that not one word of complaint
had reached the office although they had
been on the island nearly six months."

[(Mr. Mclowrafl took the Chair.)

Mr. McDONALD: That is taken from
Mr. Gale's report to the Colonial Secre-
tary. The letter continued-

That statement is pregnant with im-
portauce, because it is intended to point
to the likelihood of the charges made
by the Quinces being true, by showing
an uitter absence of any motive for
their having made the statements. The
fact that complaints about -the Quinces
had reached the office of the Aborig-
ines Department before -Mr. Gale wrote
that report is incontrovertible, because
as far back as the 18th May and 3rd
July last, Dr. Pritchard wrote to the
Chief Protector of Aborigines, making
a number of important complaints
about the Quinces (see exhibits 19 and
22). How Mr. Gale, in view of these
letters, could have stated in his report
that not one word of complaint had
reached his office about the Quinces, is
more than we can possibly tell. It was
a most important statement and one
which must have had considerable
weight with you. The first thing that
was sprung upon the accused at the
inquir 'y was that the inquiry was to be
held with closed doors. In view of the
fact that our clients were the accused
persons and had xequested an inquiry
and who would have been the persons
most likely to suffer by publicity if
they had been guilty, our .1r. Holden
at once protested against the exclusion
of the public and the Press. He could
get nothing out of the commissioner,
however, but an expression of rigid
determination to so hold the inquiry.
We have never yet had vouchsafed to
uts any sensible reason why that request
was ignored. Another most extraor-
dinary' incident occurring at the in-
quiry was that Mr. Gale, in opening his
case, said that he appeared for the de-
partment and he was going to "prove
the charges right up to the hilt." In
view of that remark, onr Mr. Holden
asked him whether he was assuming re-
sponsibility on behalf of his depart-
mnent for the making of the charges.
,Mr. Gale did not appear thoroughly to
understand his position, but the com-
missioner at that juncture remarked
that the charges were taken up by the
department and that -Mr. Holden must
leave it at that. A great deal of evi-
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deuce was called by Mr. Gale whicb
was irrelevant to the charges, which
were those set out in the commission,
and referred to certain incidents al-
leged to have been witnessed by the
Quinces. The witnesss Gladys Jones,
Captain Mfelsom and Angelo, had no
evidence to give bearing on those
chargzes and ought not to have been
called, as their evidence, being outside
the charges, which the commission was
to inquire into, became matter of mere
prejudice. Our Mr. Holden repeatedly
objected to evidence of this sort, but
his objections were consistently over-
ruled. In addition to this, Gladys
Jones was allowed to alter her evidence
after she had been examined, cross-
examined and re-examined and had
finally left the box, and after having
had a whole evening to think over her
evidence and mix with the other wit-
nesses. Furthermore, Mrs. Quince was
allowed to alter her evidence with the
object of breaking down an alibi, which
her own previous evidence and the Log
of the s.s. "Venus" produced by Cap-
tain Alelson had established. In short,
every possible opportunity was given
to the accusers to prove the charges,
which they entirely failed to do. As
to the inquiry and its results, it has
heen a perfect farce as far as our
clients are concerned; the mere fact
that the public and Press were excluded
from its sittings have robbed it of any
value to our clients, for the simple rea-
son that, whereas the nature of the
charges and details thereof have been
well spread throughout the Gascoyne
district. the accused's answer to the
same is absolutely unknown. True it
is that the public know that the charges
hare been dismissed, but as the result
of the public being excluded from the
inquiry, the common interpretation
they put upon the charges being dis-
missed, is that they have been "hushed
up." From onr clients' point of view
this is the most disastrous result that
could have occurred. You must re-
member t hat Dr. Pritchard is a profes-
sional man whose reputation is every-
thing, to him, and that Nurse Bateson

is h woman whose honour is everything
to her. What you yourself were ap-
parently anxious to avoid, namely, tak-
ing any course which would, even with
ultimtate exoneration, leave a lasting
slur on a doctor's reputation and a
woman's honour without an amaple mea-
sure of justification is just exactly what
has happened. There never was the
slightest justification for the steps
being taken which brought about the
inquiry. The whole trouble has arisen
through an unfortunate eagerness on
the part of certain officials to receive
and attach credence to the idle rumnours,
silly tittle-tattle, and malicious slan-
ders of dismissed or disappointed ser-
vants, without ever acquainting our
clients with the same, or asking for
their explanation. Our clients as a re-
suit have suffered irreparable damage;
damage which can never thoroughly
be set at rights in this world. They
are entitled, however, to very -heavy
damages for the grievous wrong that
has been done to them. We have, there-
fore, to ask what pecuniary amends the
Government are prepared to make to
our clients in respect of the injury
which they have sustained. We have
also to point ouit that the injury done
to our clients has been aggravated dur-
ing the past two or three days by the
fact that certain persons, some of whom
were actually witnesses in support of
the charges at the inquiry, have been
circulating reports through Cam arvon
that one of the witnesses for the de-
fence, namely, Nurse 'MeNicoll, had
gone back on her evidence. These re-
ports no doubt are intended to give rise
to a belief that our client must have
been guilty of the charges, in spite of
the finding of lte commission. In re-
gard to Nurse "MeNicoll's evidence we
may point ouL that neither our clients
nor ourselves have had any intimation
whatever from Nurse fe'Nicoll of any
desire on her part to modify, qualify,
or amend her evidence or any portion
thereof. Furthermore we would em-
phasise the fact that Nurse MeNicoll's
evidence was practically a repetition of
the evidence obtained from her by Mr.
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Gale when be visited the island to col -

lect evidence. We bave no doubt that
you are as anxious as we are that our
clients should receive justice in this
matter, and that you will do all that
you can to right their wrongs. I~t
seems to us that in addition to suitable
pecuniary amends the least that can be
done is that the evidence taken at the
commission should be laid on the Table
of the House, in which case, no doubt,
by the medium of the Press the public
will be put in possession of the full
facts.

Without waking any reference to their
desire for pecuniary amends, and dealing
only wvith the desire they express for
publiity hie 'would move the motion.

Hon. W. C. ANOXYIN (Honorary Min-
ister):. The affair which had taken place
on the islands mentioned had caused
some annoyance to the department. It
would. be realised that when a few
people, four or five in number, were
isoluted on a far distant island, it was
sometimes difficult to avoid tittle-tattle.
Certain statements had been wade in
regard to the staff on those islands, and
it became necessary in the interests of
the hospitals situated on those islands,
and in the interests of the service, that
departmental officers should make some
inquiries in regard to those statements,
the seriousness of which called for im-
mediate investigation. An inquiry was
wade 'by the officers of the department,
with the result that the doctor on the
island-and rightly so--demanded that he
should have an independent inquiry to
investigate the charges made in regard
to himself and one of the nurses on his
staff at the hospital. When a medical
officer was, stationed at a hospital such
As this, extreme care should be taken in
laying- a c harge against him in connection
with any of the ntirses who assisted him
in the carrying out of his duties. It
was very easy sometimes, if a person
desired to injure a doctor or a nurse,
to bring some charge against them which
mi gt be very difficult to ref ute. A very
difficult position was set up when it 'was
found necessary to hold an inquiry at a
place like Tiorre Tsland. In his opinion

a mistake had been made in placing the
hospital away from the 'Medical Depart-
ment. All hospitals should he under the
Mledical Department, and the profess-
sional officers who 'were there to carry
on the healthL and med ical portion of tho
work of the State should be the principal
officers to advise and direct any opera-
tions in connection with any hospital of
the State. A good deal of the difficulty
-which had been experienced would never
have arisen if the hospital had been
uinder the direct control of the Principal
Medical Oflicer. A change had been
made in that direction, ant] since the
change there had been no complaint
whatever in connection with the work
carried out at Donre Island. He believed
we liad there an efficient officer, a man
who took grat interest in his work, who
had broughlt about splendid results
among the patients, and who had done
a rreat deal of good in relieving the
natives under his care. That being so,
it was necessary that the officers of the
department should make careful inquiry
into the charges brought against the
doctor. The report which was made by
the commissioner had been forwarded to
the doctor its early as possible after it
was received, the decision of9 the magi-
strate being sent up by wire and the
actual report forwarded by the next
succeedingZ mail.

Mr. -McDonald: Two months elapsed.

Hon. IV. C. ANOWIN (Honorary Min-
ister) : It would be seen that by the time
the commissioner had prepared his re-
port, brought it to Perth, and sent it
to the office, where it was immediately
dealt with, there was not much time
wasted in getting it back to Carnarvon
within two months. Officers situated so
Far distant from the centre had a good
deal to contend with. Mfuch of the diffi-
eulty had been brought about by the
action of those on the mainland. whether
through petty spite or not he could not
say. However, when some of the
subordinates from the hospital came on
to the main land, almost the first thing
they did, at the request of some person
on the mainland, was to ask a magis-
trate if he would take a declarati on
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in regard to proceedings on the island.
It was hoped that that practice had
now been stopped, and would not
again be revived, and that those on the
island would work together in harmony
for the benefit of patients in their
charge. H~e would not make any objec-
tions to laying the papers on the Table.
Hle had already informed the lhon, mem-
ber that he thoug-ht it would he wise
if the papers were not asked for, but
seeing that the persons most concerned
were so anxious for the papers, he would
offer no ohjection to the motion.

Question put and passed.

REJTURN - SUPREME COURT
JUDGES' ATTENDANCES.

Mr. LANIDER (East Perth ) moved--
That there be laid upon the Table a

return showing the attendqnces of Sup-
rTeme Court judges for the past twelve
months-i, At the different courts. 2.
In Chambers.

As no opposition to the motion was ex-
pected, it was not his intention to say
much in moving it. It was to he borne
in mind that for a long period the bus-
iness in the Supreme Court had been con-
siderably delayed. In some quarters it
had been suggested that the judges were
overvorked, while others in authority hadl
declared that if things were arranged
differently more work could be got
through. Tt was rumoured that one gen-
tleman in a high position in the courts
spent a great deal of his time on the golf
links. If this -was correct the only way
to confirm it was to call for a return of
the days put in in court by gentlemen
holding high positions in those courts,
in order that it might be seen what timne
they devoted to the State in return for
the high remuneration they received.
If it were found that these gentlemen
occupying high positions in the- courts
were not giving that attention to their
duties which was expected of them, it
would be for the Government to take
action.

M1r. Allen: And as in the case of the
"land sharks3' you sometimes speak of,
put the boot into them.

Mr. LANDER: Yes, put the boot into
them. It was very costly to have the
business of the law courts held up from
day to day. If it was found by the re-
turn that the judges were overworked it
might be necessary to appoint another
judge or even two.

Question passed.

RETURN-STATE, STEAMSHIPS,
COST OF REPAIRS.

Mr. MALE (Kimberley) moved-
That a return be laid upon the Table

of the House, showig-i, The amount
of expenditure, separately, which had
been incurred for repairs, renewals, and
alterations to the "Western Australia,"f
the '"Kwinana," and the "Eucla." 2,
The amount charged against revenue,
and the amount charged against capi-
tal account.

He said: In moving this motion it is inot
my intention to make many remarks as
the motion is practically covered by one
standing in the name of the leader of the
Opposition in which that gentleman asks
for a balance sheet in connection with [lie
State steamers. Had that motion beon
proceeded with this evening mine would
really have been of a formal character,
as the information asked for here would
practically have been covered by those
balance sheets. M 3y reason for asking
for this information is that we might get
a little more knowledge in respect to the
financial position of the steamers. We
have very little information at present
in connection with them, except, perhaps,
the information which has been shown in
the financial statement issued by the
Treasury for the year ended 30th June,'
and again, the monthly statement -which
is issued in connection with the state-
ment of the finances for the twelve
months. Therein is shown a big cash de-
ficit. But at the same time we have no
information which would show us whether
the expenditure which I am asking for
in connection with the repairs, renewals,
and alterations to the different steamers
have been charged under the heading of
expenditure. It may be that these
amounts are included in this expenditure
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item. If so, then the balance sheet
of the State steamers would not
come out nearly so badly as it appears.
But it may be possible that these
amounts have all been charged against
capital account, that is to say, against
loan expenditure. If such is the case, it
seems to me that the results of the trading
of our State steamers will come out very
badly, hut in face of the fact that we have
no balance sheet and no information to
go upon, I think I am justified in asking
for this information. We are all share-
holders in these steamers, perhaps somic
of us unwilling shareholders, but at the
same time, we are justified in desiring to
know to some extent how these ships are
being run and how the expenditure is al-
lotted.

Mr. Bolton: You would like to gloat
over the failure.

Mr. MALE: I have no desire to gloat
over the failure. If it can be shown that
these amounts have been already charged
to ordinary revenue, then what appears to
us to be a loss on the State steamers
is not nearly as bad as it appears at the
present time.

Mr. Bolton: It would be a disappoint-
ment.

Mr. MALE: Not at all. If these
amounts have been charged to Loan Ac-
count I should certainly take strong ob-
jection to that form of bookkeeping, be-
cause it is quite evident to all of us that
in purchasing these steamers we did not
get new boats. A considerable amount
has been expended on them in renewals,
repairs, and alterations, and I do not
think that anyone can say those renewals,
repairs, and alterations have added to the
capital value of the steamers. We paid
something like £40,000 for the "Western
Australia" and £11,000 or £12,000 was
spent in alterations. Other amounts have
been spent since, and I still contend that
that steamer is worth no more to-day as
an asset than when we purchased her; as
a matter of fact, not worth quite so much
when wve write off the amount which
should be written off for depreciation. I
am not dealing with the amount of depre-
cintion, which is a bookkeeping item. I
am dealing with merely the capital ex-
penditure on these ships. The policy of

running these steamers I am not discus-
sing; I am simply seeking information
respecting the financial aspect of the
boats. We can get very little information
in regard to the State steamers. We were
anticipating that a certain amount of in-
formation would be given in the report of
the Royal Commission appointed a short
time ago, but that commission has been
revoked and we shall get no further in-
formation from that source. Looking
into the figures we have got, we find that
the revenue derived from the steamers
for the twelve months was £C66,000 odd,
whilst the expenditure was £86,000, leav-
ing a cash deficit of £20,000. Now, I am
trying to ascertain if the items I have
referred to form portion of this cash loss
of £E20,000. If they do, then the apparent
loss on the trading of the steamers will
not be very great, hut if this expenditure
is over and above that £E20,000, then T an-
ticipate that the balance sheet will come
out very* badly. In making his estimate
for the twelve months, the Colonial Trea-
surer was very much at sea with his fig-
tires. He gave as his estimated revenue
£73,000, which is several thousand pounds
more than wvhat he actually received,
whilst the estimated expenditure was
shown as £61,000 as against an actual ex-
pendimire of £S6,000. If we take his over-
estimate and his under-estimate, we shall
find that his fig~area are something like
£32,000 out.

Mr. Bolton: What a way of putting
figures.

Mr. MALE: It is a very effective way
of putting them. It shows that the Colo-
nial Treasurer was unable to gauge the
actual figures to the extent of £32,000.
That is a big item on one trading concern
and we have some right to know some-
thing about it. We find that the revenue
for the one month of June was £C18,000
and the expenditure £24,00; then in the
followving month of July the revenue was
only £2,000 and the expenditure £E5.000.
1 admit that not much information can
be gathered from those figures. We have
no record of outstanding accounts to be
collected or of outstanding expenditure.
it is almost impossible for us to Say

whether, if a balance sheet were to be pro-
duced. it would show a loss or a profit, but
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I think we are entitled to some infornma-
tion. Under the Trading Concerns Act of
last year, instructions were given that a
balance sheet should be prepared for all
these concerns. According to those in-
structions the accounts of the trading con-
cerns were to close on 30th June or some
other date which might be fixed, presum-
ably by the Minister. Even assuming
those trading concerns closed their finani-
cial year on the 30th June, it is quite pos-
sible that it wvill take them a month or
more before they can produce a balance
sheet, and it is also quite. possible that it
may take themn another couple of months,
perhaps mnore, before the balance sheet can
be properly audited by the Audit Depart-
meat. Therefore, we can anticipate a
lapse of three or four months before the
Ilinisler will be in a position to place
those balance sheets on the Table, and
what I honestly fear is that the balance
sheets will be so delayed that the informa-
tion will not be given until after the House
goes into recess. I think it is fair and
proper that we should have some infor-
mation as to how these trading concerns
are going before the House goes into
recess.. and in asking for particulars of
this expenditure, I am asking only for
something reasonable. 1 take it that the
accounts are being properly kept, as the
Trading Concerns Act requires they shal
be, and it is a simple matter for these
figures to be extracted from the hooks.
It would take only a few minutes and the
accountant in chiarge would know at once
whether these items of expenditure have
been charged to loan or to general re-
venue. Therefore, I do not think I am
asking the Government to go to unneces-
sary expense in obtaining these figure,;.
Trhey must he kept and are easily obtain-
able, and I think, as a shareholder and one
representing shareholders, I am entitled
to some information,

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Mini-
ster) : Whiat will y ou sell your share fort

Mr. MALE: T will sell it willingly if
I can find a buyer. T am not asking the
Premier to give us a profit andI loss ac-
count or a general balance sheet. I am
asking simply for information so that we
may know what amount is being spent

on each of these steamers for repairs, re-
newals, and alterations, and so that we
may also ascertain from him whether
these amiounts have been charged up to
general revenue, as I contend they should
be, or to Loan Account and capitalised,
thereby making the capital value of the
steamers more than they should he. I
beg to move the motion standing in my
name.

Mr. G1EORGE (Murray-Wellington):
I second the motion.

The PREMIER (Hon. J, Seaddan):
One can always appreciate the desire of
lion, mem bers opposite when they are
seeking for information and I know of
no question on which they require it more
than on the question of the trading con-
cerns. For collossal. ignorance of the laws
of the country commend me to members
of the Opposition, particularly to the gen-
tleman who submitted this motion. Only
last year we passed an Act providing that
proper accounts should be kept; the words
"true accounts1 ' are also used. We have
an Auditor General, who is not under any
Miinister so far as the auditing of the ac-
counts of the various departments goes.
He is responsible wholly and solely to
Parliament, and if the accounts are not
true and proper in accordance with thie
law, he wvill in due course report to Par-
liament; yet'the bon. member who Tabled
this motion says he does not know whether
we are keeping proper accounts or not.
Of course be does not know. I did not
expect that he would know, hut lie should
know that -we have an Auditor General to
see that we do keep them and if we do
not, to report the matter to Parliament.

Mr. George: It has not been reported
yet.

The PREMIER: But it will be reported
in -,Proper time. The hon. mnember knows
well the work that devolves on the Autifi
Department in auditing the accounts at
the close of the year. It is not a question
of doing them by a particular day or a
particuilar week; they must be taken in
turn and we have no control over the ac-
tions of the Auditor General as to what
accounts he shall audit first. The result
is that we have to wait the same as Parlia-
ment has to wait, and we are not going
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to direct the Auditor General as to bow
he shall conduct his work 'when he is res-
ponsible to Parliament and not to the
Government. I rather think that the mem-
ber for Kimberley (Mr. Male) requires
this information out of inquisitiveness
rather than with a desire of knowing whe-
ther we are keeping proper accounts, be-
cause if the hion, member knows the laws,
which we passed in this Parliament, he
miust know that this clause is in the Trad-
ing Concerns Act of last session-

The Minister shall cause books to be
provided and kept, and true and regu-
lar accounts to be entered therein-(a)
of all moneys owing to and by the
Minister in respect of the trading con-
cern administered by him, and of the
several purposes for which such moneys
are received and paid, and owing, and
(b) of all the assets and liabilities
thereof.

Then the hion. member says that even if
a balance sheet is produced, members will
not be in a position to know whether
there are accounts outstanding.

Mr, Male: No, I did not say that,
The PREMIER: I listened carefully

and the hon. member made use of those
remarks. I want to point out that the
Trading Concerns Act further provides-

(1.) The Minister shall, in every
-year, cause a full and true balance sheet
of the assets and liabilities of each
trading concern, together with a profit
and loss account, and such other state-
ments as may be necessary, to be com-
piled from the books and submitted to
the Auditor General for audit.

(2.) The Auditor General shall cer-
tify that he has found the accounts in
order, or otherwise, as the case may be-,
and whether, in his opinion, the ac-
counts are properly drawn up so as to
present a, true and correct view of the
transactions for the period under re-
view as shown by the books; and all
items of receipts and payments and all
known liabilities, and assets have been
brought into account, and the value of
all assets fairly stated.

(3.) The Auditor General shall, in
resj eeLt to such accounts, have all the

powers conferred on him by the Audit
Act, 19D4.

Then another clause goes on to say that
copies of such accounts together with the
Auditor Genieral's report thereon shall be
laid before both Houses of Parliament
annually,

iMr. Bolton: Present him with a copy
of the Act.

The PREMIER: Tliat would bhe of no
use; he would forget it again before next
year.

Mr. George: That is not fair.
The PREMIER:- It is fair and it atp-

plies not only to the lion, member but to
the leader of the Opposition, because be
has a motion asking that we shall provide
a balanco sheet in connection with State
steamers and lay it on the Table of this
H-ouse during the currency of this session.
Let me point out that if we were to pro-
v'ide the information the hon. member die-
$ices at this stage, he would be none the
wiser from the point of view of knowing
whether -we had properly charged the
varions accounts. -He could never dis-
cover that wvith certainty unless we showed
each actual item.

Mr. Male: I should know if you told
me,

The PREMIER:- I will tell the hon.
member now that we have charged the
proper accounts and I suppose he will be
quite satisfied at knowing that, but he
will be no more enlightened if I give him
the figures for each account. The boa.
member might be enlightened from the
point of view of being interested in the
shipping: service, but as Premier control-
ling Government concerns which are run-
ning in opposition to other trading con-
cerns, I am not prepared to give prema-
ture information which will be of assist-
ance to those opposing uts. One could be
more popular, perhaps, if every time a
question was submitted or a requLest was
made by our friends opposite, he rushed
along and delved out information without
considering the question of how it would
affect the concern. I know how many
enemies this concern has, political and
commercial, and so long as I am here en-
trusted by the people of the State to con-
serve the interests of the various depart-
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monts we are administering, I am going
to stiffer even ridicule or criticism from
our friends opposite in order to protect
the concern as far as possible against
opposition from outside. The action of
some of those connected with various
other concerns during recent months
shows to what depths they will descend
to injure concerns operated by the Gov-
ernment in the interests of the people.

Hon. J. 'Mitchell: To whom do you
refer'?

The PREMIER: I will not mention
names; the hon, member knows.

Hon. J. Mlitchell: No, I do not know.
The PREMIER: And they descend to

these depths to injure not only the con-
cern but the individual attached to it, and
when I know this, I am not going to be
led by what appears to be an innocent
requnest for information, as indicated by
this motion, into making- returns public
prematurely. If I have the support of
members on my side of the House, I will
decline to give any figures in connection
9with the State Steamship Service and
other trading concerns until they are pro-
perly supplied and audited by the Auditor
Gleneral and submitted to this House in
accordance with the terms of the Trading
Concerns Act passed last session. I want
to compare this with the attitude of

my friends opposite who never kept
proper accounts in connection with trad-
ing concerns, but who for years sub-
mitted draft after draft for the considera-
tion of Cabinet and to be passed into law
which would compel them to keep proper
accounts, but as frequently as submitted
to Cabinet they were shelved, and it de-
volved upon the present Government to
see that the people who are shareholders
in these concerns and their representatives
in Parliament are kept fully acquainted
with the transactions of these concerns
f rom every point of view, and we brought
down the Trading Concerns Bill last se.,-
sion to demonstrate not that we desire
but that we shall, and that any future
Government shall bring down proper ac-
counts, audited by the Auditor General,
so that the peoplte shall know the real
p)osition. Rut until this is done in the
proper way and in accordance with the
law no one can complain if we adhere

strictly to the letter of the law. Full
information will be given to members op-
posite in that ivay, bit I will. not give
premature information which will be of
more assistance to opponents than infor-
mation to the public.

Mr. Price: It will he of assistance to
other opp)osition concerns.

The PREMIER: That is what I have
pointed out. It will be of no value to-
the public and of no value to the hion.
member. He will not understand it if I
give him the informaiton. in round fig-
ures as he desires in accordance with his
motion. The hot). member wants details
and be will get the details when he
gets the proper report and balance
sheet and profit and loss- account
audited by the Auditor General. That
wvill he done in accordance with the law
and our friends opposite and the public
cannot complain if we comply with the
letter of the law. As to when these ac-
counts. will be audited and submitted to
Parliament I cannot say, but I can say
that we hare to close our accounts on
the 30th June.

'Air. George: It might be next session.
The PIREMIER: I do not know why

it should be next session; it may be next
week for all I know, but I can say that
the accounts have to be closed on the
30th June, and a proper balance sheet
has to be submitted to the Auditor Gen-
eral. The Auditor General is not tinder
the control of Ministers in this matter
but is under the control of Parliament,
and I suppose that if Parliament ex-
pressed a desire for early reports, the
Auditor General would make it con-
venient to have these accounts audited
as early as possible. 'When the accounts
have been submitted to the Government
and certified by him, they will -be brought
down to Parliament for the information
of lion, members and the public, and it
will be information which will be of value
to members and the public, but the infor-
mation asked for in this motion will be of
no value to the member who asked for it
and of no public interest and of no value
to the public. Under the circumstances I
will ask the Hfouse not to agree to the
motion, as it will mean giving premature
information and information which is of
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no valute 'at all, when -we have an Act com-
pelling us to bring down complete details
annually.

MJr. GEORGE (Murray-Wellingtoi):
I Canl understand thle Premier's somewhat
heated expressions though there was no-
thing to uphold the contentions he has
placed before members. 'What lie has
done is this: he has tried to draw a red
herring over the track. He has told the

member for Kimberley that the Trading
Concerns Act passed last session deals
with the whole of this matter. It does
nothing of the kind. What that Act pro-
vides is that there shall be a complete
balance sheet together with a profit and
loss account. But the member for Kim-
berley is not asking for a balance sheet
but for a return showing specific ex-
penditure, and a return which can be ob-
mained by the department eontrolling-that
particular branch of the service in a very
small space of time, and it is not required
to be audited in any shape or forma.

The Premier: Do not you know from
your experience In the railways that if
you wrongly charge an account the Audi-
tor General pulls you tip and calls your
attention to it?

Yr. GEORGE: 'I know what the
Auditor Genereal ean do. Tf the Premier
will not consider me conceited may I say
that myn- training might allow mne to know
more thian be does regarding accountancy.
What the mnember for Kimberley is ask-
in,, for is a return similar to which hunl-
dreds have been given during the time I
have b~een in Parliament, and during the
time the IPremicr has been in Parliament.
The lion, member is not asking for a
thoroughly audited balance sheet but for
a return of certain expenditure. He is
,iot asking to have an account giving all
the expenditure which has been incurred
and the corresponding receipts. He is
simply asking-

lion. WV. C. Angwin (Honorary 3'in-
ister) : The con(crn has been running
only 12 months; give it a show.

The Premier: He wants to -knowv if
proper accounts have been kept and be
would not know it from the information
which he is asking.

Mr. GEORGE: I am taking the Pro-
mier's speech in reply to the right and
proper inquiry of the mnember for Kim-
berley, and it was in effect that his ye-
quiest is out of order, or should not be
granted because of the Trading Concerns
measure passed last session. That Act
provides that proper hooks of account
sdial) be kept and that a proper balance
sheet shall be prepared, but the bon.
mnember is not asking for a balance sheet;
he is asking for particulars of the
amounts expended on certain items, just
ats we frequently ask for information re-
grarding expeniture on drainage, sleep-
ers, or on the Houses of Parliament. For
the life of me I cannot see how the Pre-
irier can justify his attitude in refusing
to give the information. Then the Pre-
mnier stated that if he did supply the in-
formation it would militate against the
working of the steamers or would give
information to rivals, and that would en-
able them to injure the steamship service.
That is so much moonshine.

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Mini-
ister) :There will be something else re-
quested to-morrow.

Mr. GEORGE: Let to-morrow carry
its own burden; we are dealing with to-
day.

The Premier: You will get proper nc-
counts in due time.

Mr. GEORGE: It is not a question
of proper accounts; if we are to accept
that answer, it will be ridiculous to ask
any question, If we are to be absolutely
kept in the dark, let the Premier be hold
enough to say "1 refuse to give to my
political opponents any infonnatioa what-
ever, because I am afraid that they will
be able to use it to the detriment of my.
self and my jparty.,,

Mxr. Price: To use it in the interests
of other companies.

Mr. GEORGE: That is the position.
Let thle Premier be a man amongst
teD-

The Premier: I told you plainly.
M-r. GEORGE: Let the Premier say

to the coun try -"Although I am here As
Premier of the State representing a
majority of the people of this State when
I was elected"-hbe knows hie is not ire-
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presenting a majority to-day-"i refuse
to give to the people who placed we in
power the information which they are en-
titled to have." I am afraid what ho
would have to say if he was mail enoughi

s-Iwill not let them know what the
true facts of the ease are because if I did.
it would be a sort of lever to assist to
yank me out of the position of Premier."
When the Premier takes up that attitude,
well, even the suggestion of it makes my
blood run cold.

The Premier: You have no blood at
all, in my opinion.

Mr. GEORGE: 1 might tell the Pre-
iner that he may find some difficulty to

make it run, but in ally case, he would not.
make my legs run. it is of no Ilse tile
Premier going on in that way. Why can-
not the Premier, instead of shielding him-
self behind anl Act which does not ap-
ply-

The Premier: It does apply.
11r. GEORGE; Why does not the

Premier say, "I will not give the Opposi-
tion auiv information," and then we would
know where we weret

Mr. Bolton interjected.
Mr. GEORGE: The hon. gentleman is

so inconispicuous a member of his party
and of the great Government at present
in office, that he will excuse me if I have
not time to pay any attention to him.
The hon. inember's light is so obscured by
thle absolute brilliancy of Ihe Premier-

Mr. Bolton: I do not mind playing
second fiddle to the Premier, but I would
not to you.

.Mr. GEORGE: The lion. member
would not be able to keep in time or tune
and I have a very critical ear for any-
thing pertaining to music, and would not
have the holl. member in my orchestra.

The Premier: There is a great disclad
if those around you comprise your or-
cliestra.

Mr. GEORGE: The member for Kim -
berley is asking for particulars of ex-
penditure incurred, and he wants to a-
certain what amount is charged against
revenue and what amount is charge]
against capital account and it is easy to
realise that such information will be of
use. If a certain item is charged against

capital account when, in the opinion of
the Opposition, it should not be so
charged, the Government will be open to
attack.

The Premier; We could not tell you
that.

Mr. GEORGE: The Premier does not
know-what he can tell us. We know how
we canl deal with the figures if we can ob-
tamn them, but we must first have the
figures in order to deal with them. The
Premier is setting up a precedent which,
if it is adopted against him in the near
future, he will he one of the first to de-
cry. Why should not the particulars of
this expenditure be given?

[The Speaker resumed the Chair.)
The Premier: Because we provided an

Act of Parliament last sesion to give
you proper accounts in due course.

Mr. GEORGE: When is due course?
In connection with last year's expendi-
ture we had the Auditor General 's report
three or four weeks after Parliament had
prorogued.

The Premier: No, you did not.
Mr. GEORGE : We bad the second

portion of his report, the most important
part, three or four weeks after the House
prorog-ued.

The Premier: It was the first time that
you had had it in parts, and the reason
it was in parts was go that it might be
available before the end of the session.

Mr. GEORGE: Why I mentioned the
Auditor General's report was that had
it been available to members it would
have been of considerable use in discuss-
ing the Estimates last year. If we are
to wait for the balance sheet of these
steamers in the same way that we had
to wait for thle Auditor General's report,
then there is no opportunity of discussing
the operations to the 30th June this year
until Parliament meets next year.

The Premier: You would like to kill
them in their infancy, would you not?

Mr. GEORGE: The hon. member is
always thr-owing away' a lot of flirting
iuttrjeetions like that. I alwvays notice,
that when 1 am getting through his
pachydermis and making his conscience
wriggle he throws out these inane inter-
jections. We on this side of the House
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know that all we can do is to protest.
We have not the numbers; the numbers
are ou the side of the Government, but
as the old Book says, "Young man, do
not boast thyself of thy strength," I
say to the young man on that side of
the House that the time is coming, and
very shortly, when what I say is nothing
more or less than absolute impertinence
and disreg-ard of the rights of the State
as exhibited in connection with this
motion, wviil have to cease. I consider,
that the attitude of the Premier in re-
fusing these returns in this way is an
insult to this country, and if the country
will take the matter to heart, as I believe
it will, it will see that the Premier is
afraid to let the truth be buown about
these transactions, and as for the balder-
dash that the giving of information wvill
enable the rivals of these steamers to
cut in against themn and do them damage,
it is hardly fit to put before the children
of a day school, much less an assembly
which should represent the best intellects
Western Australia can produce. The
Premier tries to shield himself behind an
Act which he knows does not apply to
this affair.

The Premier: It does.
Mr. GEORGE: The Premier knows it

does not. The Premier should be a bigger
man and say, "I do not care a twopenny
hang- fur my opponents;, here are thec
figures, make out of them what you
like," but he will not produce the figures
because he is afraid of them. He is
almost like a little child shield-ing himself
behind his mother's apron because the
cock happens to crow or the cowv happens
to moo. The spectacle of the Premier
shielding himself behind this Act of Par-
liament is too contemptible for me to
say anything further about it.

Hon. J. M1ITCHELL (Northam): I
would like to point out to the Premier
that the Government Trading Concerns
Act does provide for the keeping of ac-
counts. It also provides that trading con-
cerns are to be declared by the Governor
in Council to come uinder the Act. In
this case they came under the Act on the
21st 'May. The Premier knows further
that under Section IS of the Act the Gov-

ernor can determine when accounts are
to be closed, It does not follow that they
are to be closed on the 30th Juae at all.

The Premier. The 30th June unless
otherwise decided.

Hon. J. 'MITCHELL: It is perfectly
patent to all who concern themselves
about this State steamship business that
the June figures showed a revenue of
£C18,036 as against a revenue of C2,228
for July, and an expenditure of £24,420
for June as against £5,171 for July, and
those figures cause one to question just
what has happened in this connection.
The bon, member for Kimberley (Mr.
Male) is perfectly right in asking the
Premier for this information, and the Pre-
nuier is absolutely wrong in withholding
it.* The people Can only regard with sus-
picion the departmental administration
so far as these trading concerns go. We
are entitled to know what the 'Minister
intends to charge up for repairs to these
old steamers that have been bought. I
do not know whether we are justified in
charging to Loan repairs for steamers just
purchased, but we are entitled to know
just where those charges have been de-
bited. We are entitled to have this in-
formation now. The Government say they
will give it in their own sweet time, but
ihe public arc gettting a little bit tired of
waiting.

Mr. Munsie:- The public or the members
oppositeI

Hon. J. MITCHELL: For the Govern-
ment to argue they would be giving infor-
matinat to the private trading concerns if
they say how they debited their repairs
is ridiculous. I know that when the Gov-
ernment put up their freight on cattle and
wool they were folio wing the lead of pro-
pnietary trading concerns.

Mr. 'Mcfonald: Is not there a big mnar-
gin between them?

Hon. J. 'MITCHELL: No. Exactly
the same freight. We want to know what
those boats are costing us, and what has
been charged from loan and from revenue.
I would also like to advise the Premier
that he had better listen to the public de-
mands if he will not listen to the words
which are falling from this side of the
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House. The pubtic want to know whether
these trading concerns are going to pay.

The Premier: They will know. A ship-
ping company would not issue a balance
sheet to its shareholders before it was pro-
perly audited.

Mr. Male: They would give informa-
tion.

The Premier: They would not.
Hon. 3. MITCHELL: If the Royal

Commission had been a llowed to report we
would have had some information. It
might, of course, have been valueless, but
we are now not to have any report as I
understand the Commission has been dis-
solved. It may be the desire of the Gov-
ernment to hide a that is happening in
connection with the steamers. The Gov-
erment ought to be frank in this matter
and they ought to recognise the futility
of attacking the Opposition whenever
they seek information. When the Pre-
mier has had as much experience in bus-
iness, as the member for Kimberley he
will see the wisdom of not hiding any-
thing. It is well to tell everything, and
tell it without reservation. I-ow can it
affect the position of a State trading
concern if the public know what the boats
have cost?

The Premier: We give that in our quar-
terly balance sheets.

Hon. 3. ITCHELL: How can it affect
the position if the public know what is
being charged from revenue, and what is
being charged from loan month by month.

The Premier: They know that.
Hon. J. MITCHELL: The Premier

knows that the crown of the boilers of one
of these steamers fell in, and that repairs
were necessary. flow can it affect the
position if the Premier tells us something
about that? I advise the Premier to he
frank. We are prepared to accept his
statement that he should be given time
to make these boats pay, and if he can do
so, I assure him that the taxpayers will
he very pleased. But he should tell 'its
what is to be chbarged to revenue and what
to loan. It may be that the £39,000 paid
for the "Western Australia" had been
increased by the amount spent on her be-
fore the Board of Trade allowed her to
sail. The Premier knows that a good deal

of money was spent on this vessel before
she left London.

Mr. Price: That is wrong.
Hon, J. MITCHELL: Is that amount

to be charged to revenue or loan. The
member for Kimberley will nb~t he able
to get this information from the balance
sheet which 'will be prepared under the
Trading Concerns Act.

The Premier: You will know if a true
and a proper account has not been kept.
The Auditor General will certify if it is
true or otherwise. Will the hon. member
accept an assurance that the statement will
be for the financial year as from the 30th
June, 1912?

Hon. J. MITCHELL: I will take the
assurance of the Premier that the figures
will be supplied as from the date he pur-
chased the boats.

The Premier: If the information is not
supplied in the balance sheet under the
Trading Concerns Act I will give you
the information you require.

AMr. ' Unsie: Surely you do not want
more than that.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: Will the Pi c-
mier tell us when we are likely' to get the
balance sheet?

Mfr. SPEAKER: This is har-dly tb.e
time for qukestions; moreover diseu~sions
in this Chamber are becoming very ir'-
regular.

Hon. J. -MITCHELL: May I ask the
Premier to tell us then, when he proposes
to supply the information asked for by
the member for Kimberley. Then we cn
finish the discussion without fuirther de-
lay.

The Premier: I have told you.
Hon. J. MITCHELL: The Auditor

General's report is brought down at Via
last moment. This year it will cover the
balance sheets of these trading concerns,
and the niciber for Kimberley will rnot
get the information he wants before the
House adjourns. I hope that the Pre-
mier wvill promise that before the House
adjourns we Shall have it.

The Premier: You- know that the
Auditor General works under an Act of
Parliament.

Hon. J. MITCHELL: I have no ie-
sire to detain the House longer?. but I do
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protest against this shirking of responsi-
bility in regard to supplying information.
This kind of thing only creates suspiciont
in the minds of the public,.

AMr. Turvey: Suspicion is not in 1he
minds of the people.

Ron. J. 11ITCHELL: We who sit here
have just as much responsibility as those
who sit behind the Premier. I realise,
however, that it is futile to proceed fur-
ther. I again express the hope that the
Premier wvill ask the Auditor General to
let us have these balance sheets at Ihe
earliest possible- moment. It is two
inonibs since the accounts were closed,
and when appearing before the Royal
Commission the manager said that after
each trip he made uip a balance sheet
showing the result of that trip. There
can be no difficulty, therefore, in aecedin.-
to my request if the books have been so
well kept.

Mir. MTALE (in reply) : It is clear that
the Premier refuses to give us any infor-
miation at all respecting our State steam-
ers or trading concerns.

The Premier: Premature information.
yes.

Mr. MALE I have some knowled~ge
of the Trading Concerns Act put through
last year, and I do not ask the Premier
for a profit and loss account, as, it is quite
evident that he could not produce such an
account at this juncture. I explained that
it would probably take the department a
month to prepare a profit and loss ac-
count, while perhaps another couple of
months would be required for auditing it.

The Premier: Tell us what you want
this information for.

M1r. MALE: What I pointed ont to the
Premier was that the return of expeuidi-
ture and revenue which is given to us
does not show .us the true position of our
trading concerns, inasmuch as there may
be outstanding accounts unpaid and out--
standing accounts uncollected. We shall
get that in its proper time, and I have not
asked for that information; but I have
asked for information in connection with
expenditure for alterations, repairs and
renewals. If I had that information I
sholild then kno-w if it were included in
these cash accounts. t1f the amount hasq

been included in the expenditure, I shall
have then some idea as to how that ex-
penditure has been made up, and a, to
whether this actual trading concern is

so inthe apparent loss which this
statement leads uts to believe it dloes ,how.
If these amounts have not been charged
to Ibis expenditure, then I take it thcy
have been pitt on to capital aCtount and
this expenditure shows aun cuorisnous loss.

The Premier: You will get all that in-
formation complete 'when you get the pro-
perly audited accounts.

Mr. M1ALE: But there is nothing in the
Trading Concerns Act which prevents the
Premier from giving us information from
lime to time if the country requires it.
The articles of association of any shipping-
company provide that proper accounts
shall be kept, the same as our Act pro-
vides; provide that an audit shall be made,
the same as our Act provides. But those
articles do not prevent the company from
giving information to the shareholders as
to what has been done, do not prevent
the company letting the shareholders know
whether a big alteration on a steamer is
charged to capital account or to revenue.
If they require that information i t is
given to them, and they then have infor-
mation which assists them in ascertaining
what kind of profit may be shown for the
twelve months. The Premier absolutely
refuses to give us any information withI
regard to trading concerns. We must wait
for the profit and loss account to come
back duly audited. I say we may be wait-
ing nntil after Christmnas for that, and so
another twelve months will have gone by
before we are in a position to criticise
oitr trading concerns.

The Premier: It will come as a very
decent Christmas present.

Mtr. MALE: A Christmas present which
we shall not find very easy to digest. The
country has a right to this information.
The Premier cannot raise the excuse
which he raised in reply to a question
regarding the Royal Commission, namely,
that it will be too expensive. The Pre-
mier said that it would be too expensive
to go on with the Royal Commnission on
the steamship service, even though it was
to let the country know how the depart-
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inent stood. Bitt the furnishing
information will not be expens
accountant at the office could tak
within an hour if the books at
up and I take it the books must
ten up, as 30th June has some tin
I think the least the Premier ml
done wvas to give me the inl
asked for, as it easily obtained.

The Premier: I will give itt
due course.

Mr. MALE: The only satisfr
have is t he knowledge that the
ref uses to give us any informs
pecting our trading concerns,
shareholders in these particular
can wait.

The Premier: The shipping C(
agents can wait.
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read prayers.-

QUDSTION-COLLIE COAL
RAILWAY TESTS.

AND

aken with Air. A. A. WILSON asked the Minister
for Railways: 1, Were the papers asked

7for by the Hon. Rt. J. Lynn, M.L.C., on

20 19th September, 1912, in the Legislative
- Council relating to the railway tests of

13 Collie coal made by the department in
- March and April, 1912, ordered to be laid

on the Table of the House? 2, Wcre the
Plesee papers referred to laid on the Table of

Please the House or given privately into the
to hands of the Hon. Ii. J. Lynn, M.L.C., by
rtiol'), the Eon. the Colonial Secretary 3, Was

the Railway Commissioner averse to al-

blen lowing such papers to be laid on the Table
of the Housel 4, Did the Railway Corn-

an missioner contend, and voice his conten-
tion by a written minute, "that as the

r Hon. R. J. Lynn, M.L.C.. was an agent
7wood for selling coal for one of the coal corn-

Wilson panies concerned, it would be unfair for
ton the Hon. R. J. Lynn, M.L.C., to have Go-
(Trller). cess to such papers, as those papers could

be unfairly used for trade purposes,"~ or
words to that effect?

House adjourned at 11 ptm.
The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS re-

plied: 1, Yes. 2, On the 3Td October,
1912, the Hon. Colonial Secretary ex-
plained to the House that as the file con-
tained papers of a confidential character,
it was undesirable that it should be laid on
the Table, but that it would be made avail-
able to Mr. Lynn or other hon. members.
I understand that the papers were subse-
quently perused by the Hon. Mr. Lynn.
3, Yes. 4. Yes, practically so.
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